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The concern of the present paper lies with the private enterprise 
sector and the legal 合ameworkrelating to it in the People's Repub-
lic of China， or as abbreviated the PRC. As for the period under re-
view， for the purposes of study， this is the period of progressive po・
litical and economic reform in the PRC that began with the historic 
3rd Plenum of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of China， orthe CPC， as this was held in Be詰ingfrom 18 December 
to 22 December 1978. The occasion here 児島町edto marked the for-
mation of a firm consensus among the leadership elites in the upper 
echelons of the CPC， and at the central levels of the state govern-
ment， as to the necessity of the radical reform of the political and 
economic structure in the PRC， and with this being understood to 
be the precondition for仕lecontinuing advance towards the full re-
alization of what stands as the defining public policy objective in 
the PRC of socialist modernization. The forming of the consensus on 
political and economic reform， as adopted by the Party-State leader-
ship elites as of December 1978， was very much the work of Deng 
Xiaoping. However， the consensus persisted as the Dengist era gave 
way to the era of Jiang Zemin in the early 1990s， and it persists 
stil as we enter the now coming era which presents itself as the era 
of Hu Jintao. The leadership consensus on reform as the basis for 
future socialist modernization in the PRC， the substantive public 
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policy initiatives in the political and economic spheres conducive to 
reform， and the complex framework of laws and administrative 
regulations by means of which the reform policies have been given 
effect to: these set the context for discussion of the rise of the pri-
vate enterprise sector in the PRC， and of the law which has come to 
be enacted for the purposes of its regulation. 
Thu日itis that in Part 1 of the paper， there is outlined the 
main thrust of political and economic reform in the PRC since De-
cember 1978， as this relates to reform in the sphere of the indus-
trial enterprises. Here， the principal focus is with reform in the 
state industrial sector， as the leading and dominant sector in indus-
trial production， and with the law of corporations as constituting 
the containing legal司institutionalframework which has set the mo・
dalities for reform in the state industrial sector and， most crucially 
so， for the preservation within the sector of rights of public owner-
ship. Following this in Part 2， the focus of attention shifts to the 
sphere of the enterprises which fal outside the province of the state 
industrial sector， and which are subject to rights of private owner-
ship and hence are to considered constitutive of the private enter-
prise sector proper. In this connection， there is provided a detailed 
exposition of one of the basic statutes that have been enacted to es幽
印刷ishthe legal framework for the regulation of the private enter-
prises in the PRC. The statute in question is the law relating to the 
private enterprises that are based in the capital investment funding 
supplied by private individuals， and with these being the enter-
prises which belong to the category of what are known as the 
individual-exclusive funded enterprises， oras we abbreviate this the 
IEFEs. Finally， there is in Part 3 of the paper some consideration 
given to the implications of the emergence of the private enterprise 
sector for the fabric of state and society in the PRC， and， in more 
specific terms， for the principles of constitutional order and for the 
basis and conditions of the monopoly rulership powers as exercised 
by the CPC. The most significant development reported on， here， is
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that to do with the revision of the doctrinal foundations for the rul-
ership of the CPC which as it has now been adopted by the CPC is 
closely associated with the person of Jiang Zemin， and which is 
known and propagated as the thought ofthe Three Represents.11 
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i. The Reform Era in the People's Republic of China and the 会
State Industrial Sector 0 。
The reform period in the PRC has involved the effecting by the 
Party-State leadership of a fundamental transformation in the or-
ganization and structure of the economic sphere. Essential to the 
transformation has been the decisive abandonment of the form of 
economic system which had been maintained in the PRC from the 
early 1950s and up to the end of the 1970s. This was the political 
command system of economic order， the two key defining features of 
which were as follows. First， the means of industrial production 
were rendered subject on a more or less exclusive basis to public 
ownership rights， as these were vested in and exercised by the 
state. Second， the political command economic system was such that 
the management of industrial production remained subject to the 
control and direction of the political-administrative authorities， as 
these pertained to the institutional structure of the central state 
government and the sub幽centr叫 levelsof government and to the in-
stitutional structure of the CPC at the different jurisdictional levels 
of political administration. The form of economic system that has 
since 1978 come to supersede the political command economic order 
is that of a mixed economic system. This mixed system has given ef-
fect to the principles of what in the PRC is termed the socialist 
market economic order， and with this involving the introduction of 
private ownership and market accountabilities a自 keystrategic ele-
ments in the pursuit of the ends of socialist modernization. Thus 
the exclusivity of public ownership rights that distinguished the era 
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of the system of political command direction of the means of indus幽
trial production has given way to a mixed， or diversified， structure 
of ownership rights. This has meant that the public ownership of in司
dustrial production， as maintained by the state， now co-exists with 
ownership based in rights held by non-state parties， and with this 
occasioning the emergence of a significant sphere of industrial pro-
duction which remains subject to rights of private ownership. In ad-
dition， the mixed economic system of the reform era has seen a re-
laxation in the control and direction of industrial production as ex-
ercised by the political幽administrativeauthorities. The resulting lib-
eralization in the industrial management framework has had the ef-
fect， as intended， ofrendering the organizational units for industrial 
production more responsive to the market disciplines， and so more 
efficient in the discharging of their production functions. 
The part of the economic sphere in the PRC that has been of 
central concern during the era of reform is the state industrial sec-
tor， and with the reform of the industrial state働ownedenterprises， 
or the industrial 80Es， being of the highest priority for the Party輔
8tate leadership in the formulation and execution of the general 
public policy for reform. The central position occupied by the state 
industrial sector in the reform programme pursued in the PRC 
since 1978 is readily explained. For it was the state industrial sec-
tor which stood as the foundation of the political command economic 
order of the pre-reform period， and which stood indeed as the con-
crete institutional embodiment of al the key essentials of the politi-
cal command mode of economic direction. The industrial 80Es in 
the PRC were established during the 1950s on the model of the 80-
viet form of state-directed industries， and， as at that time， they 
comprehended al the vital strategic sectors in heavy industrial pro-
duction as relative to defining national interests， and with these in-
cluding such sectors as those of coal， iron and steel， oil， power， met-
allurgy， machinelγ， chemicals， petro・chemicals，and textiles. The 
rights of ownership pertaining to the industrial 80Es were， by defi-
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nition， public owne1'ship 1'ights vested in the state， and which， as 
such， had their basis in the state acting as the sole and excJusive 
supplier of the capital investment funding for the ente1'p1'ises. At 
the same time， the indust1'ial SOEs were subject in thei1' functions 
and ope1'ations to an elabo1'ate range of political command di1'ec-
tional powe1's， which powe1's we1'e exe1'cised through the various 
autho1'ities comp1'ising the system of political administ1'ation. Thus 
there we1'e political command di1'ectives applying to such key mat-
te1's as the p1'oduction plans of the industrial SOEs， and the alloca帽
tion to them of capital investment funds. Othe1' matte1's concerning 
the functioning and ope1'ations of the indust1'ial SOEs， whe1'e politi欄
cal command di1'ective日haddecisive application， included the sup-
ply of raw materials to the enterprises， the pricing of enterprise 
goods and products， the marketing and sale of goods and products， 
and the use of enterp1'ise p1'ofits. Also included， he1'e， we1'e the sup-
ply and engagement of the ente1'p1'ise workers， the rate and distri凶
bution of thei1' wages and bonuses， and the organization and provi-
sion of thei1' welfare and social security benefits. 
The system of political administration through which the induト
trial SOEs were made subject to political command direction in-
volved authorities belonging to the distinct institutional spheres of 
the state government and the CPC. The state田governmentalauthor嶋
ity that was to be pivotal in the political command direction of the 
industrial SOEs was the State Council. The State Council was es-
tablished in 1954， and it has since that time ranked as the highest 
o1'gan of state administration in the PRC. As such， the State Coun曲
ciI has exercised， as it continues to exercise， the executive powe1's 
which a1'e specific to the cent1'al level of state government and po・
litical administration. In its status as the central由levelexecutive 
???
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power， the State Council includes the Prirne Minister of the PRC， 
the Vice-Premiers， the State Councillors， and the heads of the prin-
cipal departmental administrative organs of the state government. 
The latter are the State Council Ministries and the State Council 
i凡i
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Commissions， In addition， there are certain departments under the 
State Council， such as those responsible for prices， taxation， audit-
ing and supervision， which are independent of the Ministries and 
Commissions and which form what we may refer to as the State 
Council administr叫 ionproper， While the State Council stands as 
an institution of state government at the central level of political 
administration， its organizational structure also extends from the 
centr叫 levelto the various sub-central levels of government and po嶋
litical administration， Thus the Ministries of the State Council， to駒
gether with the departments pertaining to the State Council ad-
ministration proper， have their respective subordinate branch of-
fices established in the provinces， the regions and the municipalities 
and the other levels of local government jurisdiction， 
The State Council served to give organizational form to the po-
litical command economic system， as this was established in the 
1950s. The departmental administrative organs of the State Council 
that were to play the key role in this were the Ministries which 
were designated as being responsible for the various industrial sec-
tors， such as machine building， power， fuel， textiles and so on. This 
was so especially with regard to the disposition of the industrial 
SOEs in relation to the overall structure of government and politi-
cal administration. For the industrial SOEs that belonged to the diι 
ferent industrial sectors were made subject to the politicalω 
admini日trativeauthority of the appropriate and corresponding 
sectoral田organizedMinistries. At the same time， itwas through 
these Ministries at the central level of government and political ad-
ministration， and through the subordinate departmental branches 
of the Ministries at the sub耐centrallevels， that there were exercised 
on behalf of the state the ownership rights which related to the in岨
dustrial SOEs and to the capital and assets vested in them. In addi凶
tion to the sectoral organization of the industrial SOEs， the State 
Council acted through its departmental administrative organs to 
command and direct industrial production， such as to provide gen-
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eral co明ordinationand centralized planning in respect of al the 
various functions and operations of the industrial enterprises. Of 
critical importance， inthi白connection，were the organs of the State 
Council which were not tied in jurisdictional terms to the specific 
industrial sectors. These included， for example， the Ministry of La-
bour， which administrative department exercised overall powers for 
the supply and deployment of industrial workers. Also， there must 
here be mentioned the key departmental administrative organs of 
the State Council which came to exercise overall powers relating to 
the allocation of the stateωsupplied capital investment funds to the 
industrial enterprises， and with these being the Ministry of Finance 
and the People's Bank of China. 
Above al， there are the two Commissions of the State Council 
that， in the 1950s， came to assume the overall responsibility for 
state-directed planning in the industrial sphere: the State Planning 
Commission， which was established in 1952 and incorporated 
within the State Council organizational structure as of 1954， and 
the State Economic Commission， which was established in 1956 and 
which remained in being until 1988 when it came to be formally 
merged with the State Planning Commis白ion.The defining func-
tions and powers discharged by the State Planning Commission and 
the State Economic Commission in the political command economic 
system were fundamental， given that centralized planning by the 
state agencies was the underlying basis for the political command 
direction of the means of industrial PI吋 uction.Thus it stood as the 
principal task of the two Commissions to formulate and apply the 
mandatory production plans that were determined for the industrial 
SOEs through consultation with their respective ministerial 
authorities. At the same time， the Commissions acted to relate the 
mandatory production plans specified for the industrial SOEs to the 
containing public policy framework for industrial production， as this 
was embodied in the national state budget and in the annual， the 
fivゃyearand the longer term national economic plans whose draw-
???????????
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ing up and implementation stood as one of the core institutional re田
sponsibilities of the State Council. The defining functions and pow-
ers of the State Planning Commission and the State Economic Com-
mission in relation to the industrial sphere， as with those of the 
Ministry of Labour， the Ministry of Finance and the People's Bank 
of China， were functions and powers relating to macro町economicpol-
icy and organization， and the macro-Ievel economic functions and 
powers of these State Council organs， itmust be understood， were 
of the very essence of the political command direction of industrial 
production in the pre-reform era. 
The apparatus of power embodied in the State Council was 
from the fir臼tsubject to the control and domination of the CPC， as 
the CPC leadership exercised its rulership in the PRC through the 
institutions of state government. However， there has always existed 
an organizational structure within the CPC that remains separate 
from the state輔governmentalinstitutions， and this organizational 
structure was to play its own part in general political administra国
tion in the PRC， as it was to do also， inmore specific terms， inthe 
political command direction of the means of industrial production. 
The core central-level institutions of the CPC include the National 
Party Congress， the Party Central Committee， the Political Bureau 
of the Central Committee， the Standing Committee of the Political 
Bureau， and the Secretariat of the CPC. Standing below the central-
level organs here listed are the local party congresses and the local 
party committees established at the sub-central levels of political 
administration. Lower stil in the system of CPC-based political ad-
ministration， there are the party organs at the grass-roots and work-
unit levels. Prominent among these are the CPC committees， as led 
by the committee secretaries， which are required to be established 
in the industrial SOEs， and which， as so established， were to prove 
to be essential to the overall organization of the state industrial sec-
tor under political command economic direction. Finally， there are 
the departments and agencies comprising the central party bureau-
???????????
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cratic system which comes under the direct control of the Secretar-
iat of the CPC‘These departments and agencies include key CPC 
organs such as the economic departments responsible for industrial 
planning and for finance and trade. The central party bureaucratic 
organs have been critical tゅ thedischarging by the CPC of its 
political-administrative functions and powers，創ldthis for the re告
白onprimarily that for certain purposes of overall general policy di“ 
rection and co-ordination the departmental administrative organs of 
the state government have been rendered subordinate to them. This 
is true not least of the era of political command economics， when 
the administrative departments of the state government having des-
ignated responsibilities in the industrial sector were made account-
able to the central pa此yindustrial planning department. 
The control that the CPC came to exercise over the industrial 
??
??
SOEs， asthrough the system of the CPC enterprise committees， un-
derlines what has always been the firm determination of the elites 
in the CPC who have formed the Party-State leadership to maintain 
the single-party rulership of the CPC， and to maintain the political 
control of the CPC over the whole of state and society in the PRC. 
lndeed， the subjection of the means of industrial production to the 
regime of political command economic direction in the 1950s was it-
self a very precise function of that determination. For the industrial 
SOEs at that time comprised the sphere of the strategic industrial 
sectors， and hence comprised the sectors of industrial production 
where organizational control carried with it the prospect of the con・
trol and domination of the entire social and political order. 
However， the subjection of the means of industrial production 
to political command economic direction was bound up with veη 
much more than the intention to secure the political leadership po・
sition of the CPC. For there was， inaddition， the intention to give 
effect to the principles of the core socialist doctrine which， as it was 
derived from Marxism-Leninism and the teachings of Mao Zedong， 
was presented as grounding the legitimacy of the CPC in its claims 
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of political rulership. The bringing of industrial production under 
political command economic direction meant that it was to be made 
subject to public ownership rights as vested in the state， and with 
this carrying with it the prospect that the means of industrial pro命
duction would be so controlled and organized as to meet the needs 
of the whole people and to answer to their interests. This meant， in
its turn， that the CPC， as exercising 1'ulership in the state and com脚
manding the means of industrial production， would in consequence 
of these powe1's be able to maintain the position that belonged to it 
in ideological terms as the custodian of the will and interests of the 
people， and so be able also to discharge the functions which were in“ 
tegral to this custodianship. Thus was the system of political corト
mand economic direction， in the state industrial sector， understood 
to stand as an expression of the principles of adhering to the social-
ist road， the democratic dictatorship of the people， the leade1'ship of 
the CPC and the upholding of Marxism向Leninismand Mao Zedong 
Thought that were加 beaffirmed from the first， and that in their 
essentials continue to be afi1'med， as the so-called four cardinal 
principles which describe and embody the legitimating foundations 
of the PRC as such. 
The political command direction of industrial production， as the 
system was set in place in the PRC in the early 1950s， did not 
prove a success， and the failings of the system were by the late 
1970s so apparent as to demand its reform. To begin with， there 
was no proper settlement of the internal organizational structure of 
the industrial SOEs. Fo1' the management officials， or factory direc“ 
tors， who had formal responsibilities fo1' the production functions of 
the enterprises were always subject to challenge， as to their author司
ity， by the secretaries of the CPC committees and the 1'epresenta“ 
tives of the workerゲ congre日sesand trade union organizations as 
these were established in the enterprises. Related to this， there was 
the fundamental problem that within the system of political admini-
stration， the officials belonging to the CPC institutions and the ofi-
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cials belonging to the state-governmental institutions exercised 
overlapping， and competitive， ju1'isdictional authorities with respect 
to the ente1'prises and to the political command direction of their 
p1'oduction functions and operations. This problem was fu1'ther com胆
plicated by the subjecting of the ente1'prises to the rival ju1'isdic-
tional claims of the CPC and state-governmental o1'gans as asse1'ted 
at the central and the sub-central levels of political administration. 
Thus it was that in the period of the Great Leap Forward f1'om 1958 
to 1961， the cent1'alized system of political command econornic di1'ec-
tion， and the internal managernent st1'ucture within the enterprises， 
we1'e alike undermined th1'ough the appropriating of command pow“ 
e1's over the ente1'p1'ises by the local-level CPC committee officials. 
Again， the pe1'iod of the Cultural Revolution f1'om 1966 to the mid駒
1970s saw the disintegration of effective political command di1'ec-
tion of industrial p1'oduction， and virtual anarchy within the ente1'-
prises， as management control passed to CPC membe1's belonging to 
the i1'1'egula1' cultural revolutiona1'Y committees. As a final consid-
e1'ation， itmust be emphasized that the industrial 80Es， as subject 
to the system of political command economic di1'ection， remained in毎
日ulatedfrom the market disciplina1'Y mechanisms， and so remained 
in consequence of this marred by 1'adical inefficiencies as determin-
able th1'ough 1'eference to the market absolutes. 80， for example， 
there we1'e such inefficiencies in the state industrial sector as over-
mannmgラ expensivesocial insu1'ance schemes and welfiue suppo1't 
institutions fo1' the enterprise wo1'ke1's， and the distortions in the 
p1'icing system which a1'ose from interventionist state subsidies and 
from the absence of prope1' competition among enterp1'ises‘ 
The failings of the political command economic system we1'e a 
grave matter fo1' the Party-8tate leade1'ship in the PRC， and pa1'-
ticula1'ly so in respect of the abiding concern of the leade1'日hipto 
p1'eserve the single-party 1'ule1'ship position of the CPC. Fo1' it was 
th1'ough the political開administrativemachinery of the Pa1'ty.与8tate
o1'ganizations that the means of industrial p1'oduction we1'e com崎
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manded， and so in the event that the indust1'ial ente1'p1'ises failed， 
and the expectations of the people as to thei1' success we1'e disap-
pointedラthenthe c1'edibility of th巴Pa1'ty-Stateo1'ganizational st1'ucゅ
tU1'e would be impai1'ed and the ve1'y legitimacy of the CPC leade1'担
ship b1'ought into question and unde1'mined. The issueラhe1'e，fo1' the 
Pa1'ty目Stateleade1'ship was as much political as it was economic司 as
is clea1' f1'om the delibe1'ations of the leade1'ship at the 31'd Plenum 
of the 11th Cent1'al Committee of the CPC in Decembe1' 1978.121 
Thus it was 1'ecognized as the guiding p1'inciple fo1' 1'efo1'm that 
while the development of the productive fo1'ces within society， so as 
to serve the ends of socialist modernization， remained the p1'ima1'Y 
objective， the developing of productive fo1'ces was neve1'theless such 
as to neces臼itatethe adaptation， and refo1'm， of those aspects of the 
existing economic p1'oduction relations and the social梢politicalsupe1'舗
st1'uctu1'e which we1'e not as such conducive to the p1'ope1' develop-
ment 01' the fo1'ces 01' p1'oduction.'l What this meant 1'01' the Pa1'ty明
State leade1'ship， in rega1'd to the state industrial secto1'， was that 
the powe1's and responsibilities relating to enterp1'ise management 
were to be delegated down to the level of the ente1'p1'ises them-
selves， and withもhis七obe effected in orde1' to ove1'come what was 
picked out by the leadership as the p1'oblem of the over-
centralization of decision-making authority in the established struc“ 
tu1'e 01' national-Ievel economic management. 1n addition， the Party-
State leade1'ship called fo1' a proper differentiation in 1'01e， functions 
and powe1's as between CPC officials， state-governmental officials 
and enterprise management officials， and with this being intended 
to ove1'come what we have refe1'red加 asthe problem 01' the jurisdic同
tional ove1'lapping within the system of political administ1'ation as 
between the CPC and the state-governmental authorities in 1'egard 
to the di1'ection of the industrial enterprises.11 
The proposals made in Decembe1' 1978 fo1' the delegation 01' 
management decision→naking powe1's to the indust1'ial SOEs， and 
fo1' the diffe1'entiation of the indust1'ial enterp1'ises f1'om the institu・
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tional spheres of the CPC and the state government， were to prove 
central to the development of the strat泡giespursued subsequently 
for the reform of the state industrial sector in the PRC. Thus there 
were implied in the proposals al the measures that were later 旬 be
adopted that had as their aim the enhancement of the e伍ciencyof 
the industrial SOEs， through the application to them of the discipli-
nary constraints which were essential for the ends of market liber-
alization. Of crucial importance， here， was the endeavour of the 
Party-State leadership to liberate the enterprise management 0田圃
cials from subjection to political command economic direction， and 
to confer on them a wide range of independent decision-making 
rights and powers. At the same time， there were implied in the pro-
posals from 1978 al the measures that were to be adopted， inorder 
to promote state industrial sector reform， which served to bring 
about a radical change and alteration in the terms of the institu帽
tionaI relationship between the industrial SOEs and the containing 
system of political administration. The measures that were in this 
connection to be crucial were those relating to the introduction of 
the modern corporation system in the PRC， and， more specifically， 
to the establishing of the industrial SOEs as corporate entities 
based in principles of share-holding and limited liability. This was 
to involve the detaching of the industrial SOEs企omthe institψ 
tional structure of political administration， inthe respect that incor幽
poration conferred on the enterprises an independent legal person 
status that was distinct from the status of political-administrative 
units which they had held under the system of political command 
economic direction. There was also involved in the introducing of 
the corporation system a fundamental transformation in the basis of 
ownership rights in respect of the enterprises. For inco叩orationin 
accordance with the principles of share-1;lOlding was加 leadto a 
mixing of public ownership rights with private ownership rights in 
the state industrial sector， asthe capital investment funding for the 
enterprises became diversified through the supplementing of state-
??????????
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supplied capital with capital supplied by non-state parties. 
The working through of reform in the state industrial sector， as
this went along the lines envisaged by the Party-State leadership in 
December 1978， was to have a profound impact on the whole system 
of govemment and political administration in the PRC. One key 
area of impact came in the shift in the functions of the political-
administrative institutions， in respect of industrial production， 
away from political command directional functions and towards 
fi.mctions which are more properly described as those of regulation 
and supervision. This shi此isreflected， most particularly， inthe re-
forms that were to be made to the organizational structure of the 
State Council in response to the developments in the sphere of in-
dustrial production. Among these reforms， there stand out the es幽
tablishment in 1993 of the State Economic and Trade Commission， 
and the decision in 1994 to place the China Securities Regulatory 
Commission under the direct administrative auspices of the State 
Council. There is also the formal designation in 1998 of the Minis-
try of Finance， the People's Bank of China， the State Economic and 
Trade Commission and the as then newly formed State Planning 
and Development Commission as the administrative departments of 
the State Council having and exercising overall macro-economic-
level powers in respect of the state industrial sector. 
τ'he state industrial sector reform was also to have its impact 
on government and political administration through its being 
closely bound up with the more general development during the re-
form era towards the establishing， and nurturing， inthe PRC of the 
rule of law and the legal sys飴mas the basis for the exercise of gov-
emmental and political-administrative powers. As an indication of 
this， the period of reform beginning in December 1978 has wit-
nessed a marked strengthening in the role and functions of the Na-
tional People's Congress. This is the institution of govemment that 
stands as the organ of supreme legislative power in the PRC， and 
that， assuch， isthe source and origin of the basic合ameworkstat欄
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utes which comprise the law of the PRC. In addition to this， there 
has taken place since December 1978 a marked strengthening of 
the procedures for the issuing of administrative regulatory norms 
on the part of the State Council， and on the part of its constituent 
departmental administrative organs企 Theadministrative regulations 
deriving from the organizational structure based in the State Coun-
cil have been critical in giving implemental effect to the statute law 
enacted through the National People's Congress， and， inthis aspect， 
the administrative re♂llatory norms of the Sta旬 Counciland its 
various administrative departments must be viewed as going to幽
gether to form the main body of substantive administrative law in 
the PRC. The framework of laws and administrative re♂1Iations in 
the PRC is of the first importance in understanding the reform of 
the state industrial sector， atthe level of both its form and its sub-
stance. For the state industrial sector reform has involved the sub-
stituting of the rule of law for political command direction， and so 
also for state proprietorship， asthe organizing principle and founda-
tion for the relationship of the state， and the political-
administrative authorities pertaining to state and government， to
the means of industrial production. Thus it is that the laws and aι 
ministrative regulations describe the processes and procedures that 
have given effect to reform in the state industrial sector， inaddition 
加 describingthe formal structure and substantive elements of the 
legal organization of the means of industrial production in their re“ 
formed condition.151 
?????
There are two principal measures that have served to set the 
basic legal framework for reform of the state industrial sector， and 
that must be reckoned with here. First， there is the Law of the In-
dustrial State-Owned Enterprises of the PRC， or the Enterprise 
Law， which was adopted at the 1st Session of the 7th National Peo・
ple's Congress on 13 April 1988.161 Second， there is the Corporation 
Law of the PRC， which was adopted at the 5th Meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the 8th National People's Congress on 29 
四
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December 1993， and revised at the 13th Meeting of the Standing 
Committee of the 9th National People's Congress on 25 December 
1999，17' 
The Enterprise Law presents itself for consideration through its 
standing as the basic statute relating to the affairs of the industrial 
SOEs. Two core elements of the Enterprise Law merit particular 
reference， a邸sfulfilling the r陀equ凶irement句sfor ent総er叩pris関ereform of the 
kind that had been pointed to by the Pa位rt旬y
c印embe町r1叩97河8.First， there are assigned to the management officials 
in the en飴rprisesa range of independent decision帽makingrights 
and powers， and with these having specific application to the poト
session， use and disposal of the enterprise a自setsand properties. 
The rights and powers are specified in Chapter 3 (Articles 22-34) of 
the Enterprise Law， which rights and powers serve to confirm man-
agement independence in the enterprises in respect of such func-
tions and operational contexts as production planning， marketing of 
products， pricing of goods and products， wages and bonuses for 
workers， engagement of workers， and participation in business 
transactions and arrangements with other economic entities as 
through investment and share-holding. Second， the En総rpriseLaw 
provides for a settlement of也edisposition of powers and authori剛
ties within the internal organizational structure of the industrial 
SOEs， and with the settlement having application to the institu-
tional relations holding as between the management 0節cials，the 
secretaries of the CPC committees and the 0伍cialsacting for the 
workers' congresses and trade union associations. The terms of the 
settlement are such as to work veIγmuch in favour of the manage-
ment 0阻cials，as the 0出cialsexercising the independent decision-
making rights and powers which concern enterprise釦nctionsand 
operations. Thus it is affirmed in Chapter 4 of the Enterprise Law 
that the factOIγdirectors stand as the management officials holding 
the central leadership position within the enterprise organizational 
structure， and hence as holding the formal status of the legal repre-
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sentatives of the industrial SOEs. 
The parts of the Enterprise Law relating to the right日andpow-
ers of management officials， and to the organizational structure of 
the industrial SOEs， looked forward to the establishing of the corpo-
ration system in the PRC， and hence to the incorporation of the in-
dustrial SOEs， as in accordance with the terms of the 1993 Corpora-
tion Law. The corporation system， asthe legal-institutional context 
for state industrial sector reform， has involved the application to 
the industrial SOEs of the principles of share-holding and limited li-
ability. Thus it was provided that the industrial SOEs that were to 
be incorporated were in principle (and subject to certain exceptions) 
eligible to have their capital investment funding constituted a自
shares， and with the liabilities of share-holders being limited to the 
extent of their capital investment. The intention， he1'e， was to facili-
tate a significant enla1'gement in the sources of capital investment 
funding for the indust1'ial SOEs， and particularly so in 1'egard to the 
enla1'ging of capital investment funding f1'om non欄stateparties白uch
a日tocreate a mixed capital investment structure for the state in-
dustrial sector. This policy objective was 1'ef1ected In the establish蜘
ing of state-controlled stock exchanges in the period prior to the en恒
actment of the Corporation Law in 1993， as with the establishing of 
the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 1991 and the Shanghai Stock Ex回
change in 1992. The policy aimed at mixed capital investment in 
the state industrial sector was further underlined in July 1992， 
through the official designation of the categories of shares that were 
available for holding in the industrial SOE日.Thus there were desig梢
nated shares held by the state， eithe1' as state shares or as corpo-
rate sha1'es owned by the state， in addition to shares held by non惜
state institutions， non値目tateshares held by private parties as indi-
vidual 01' personal shares， and shares reserved for foreign investors. 
The establishing of the corporation system in the PRC ha日 間隔
sulted not only in the introduction of a mixed capital investment 
structure for the state industrial sector. At the same time， ithas 1'e嶋
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sulted in a transforming of the terms of the relationship of the in-
dustrial SOEs with the containing system of government and politi刷
cal administration. Thus it is that the incorporation of the indus-
trial SOEs has involved their dissociation fi:'om the political由
administrative system， and hence also their liberation 合omthe re-
gime of political command economic direction. The process referred 
to here has come about essentially as the direct effect of the acquir-
ing by the incorporating industrial SOEs of the form of independent 
legal personality which is specific to corporations. The core elements 
of the independent legal person status belonging to the industrial 
SOEs established as corporate entities are those that are to be 
found present in the terms of the Corporation Law， and with the 
most critical of these being as follows. First， there is the procedure 
for the establishing of enterprises as corporations bearing independ-
ent legal person status. This includes the adoption by the incorpo-
rating enterprises of a corporation charter， as well as the applica-
tion of the rules relating to the inspection， validation， certification 
and licensing of enterprises as corporations by the relevant depart-
mental administrative organs of the state government. 
A second defining element of the legal person status specific加
industrial SOEs established as corporations comprises the inde凶
pendent decision-making rights and powers which are conceded to 
them in law. Thus do the incorporated industrial SOEs possess the 
various rights and powers relating to management decision-making 
which are affirmed in the 1988 Enterprise Law. The third defining 
element of the legal person status of the incorporated industrial 
SOEs comprises the internal organizational structures， as pre-
scribed in law， that set the institutional framework through which 
the independent decisionωmaking rights and powers belonging to 
them are to be exercised. These organizational structures are com-
plex， and they go far beyond the terms of the 1988 Enterprise Law 
to involve the following principal component parts: the institution of 
boards of directors as the supreme executive authority for the corpo・
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1'ations， the boa1'd chai1'l11en as the designated legal 1'ep1'esentative 
officials of the co1'po1'ations， and the managel11ent officials as agents 
for the boards of directo1's in matte1's 1'elating to the production 
functions and operations of the indust1'ial SOEs as corporate enti-
ties. The institutional framewo1'ks fo1' the internal o1'ganization of 
the inco1'porated indust1'ial SOEs relate to what forms the fourth 
main element of the legal pe1'sonality belonging to the indust1'ial 
SOEs as co1'po1'ations. This is the sepa1'ation of， and the distinction 
between， owne1'ship 1'ights and powers and management 1'ights and 
powe1's. The distinction between owne1'ship 1'ights and powe1's and 
managel11ent rights and powers is fundamental fo1' co1'porations 
whose capital investment funding is based in principles of share-
holding. However， the distinction is also to be 1'eckoned crucial in 
the case of co1'porate entities， such as are established in the PRC， 
whe1'e capital investl11ent， and hence also owne1'ship 1'ights and 
powe1's， 1'emain subject to the state and exe1'cised th1'ough the goト
ernl11ental authorities in the state. 
The 1993 Co1'po1'ation Law describe日thestanda1'd co1'po1'ation 
fo1'ms that the industrial SOEs a1'e to assume fo1' the pu1'poses of 
thei1' inco1'poration， and with these being the lil11ited liability co1'po-
1'ations and the joint-stock corpo1'ations. 1n Chapte1' 2 (A1'ticles 19-
72) of the Co1'po1'ation Law， the1'e are set down the p1'inciples relat-
ing to the founding and o1'ganizational structu1'e of limited liability 
corporations， while in Chapter 3 (Articles 73-128) there are set 
down the principles relating to the founding and organizational 
structure of joint副stockcorpo1'ations. As provided fo1' in the Co1'po1'a時
tion Law， the limited liability corpo1'ations and joint-stock corpo1'a-
tions stand as co1'po1'ate entities which a1'e based in p1'inciples of 
sha1'e-holding. Thus the capital investment funding pe1'taining to 
the two co1'po1'ation fo1'ms is to be constituted as shares， and with 
the sha1'e-holde1's bea1'ing 1'ights of owne1'ship， and hence also li-
abilities， to the limit of thei1' individual capital investments. Fur-
the1'， the capital investment in 1'espect of both co1'po1'ation fo1'ms i日
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to be subscribed， and the shares issued in respect of it are to be reg-
istered， on the occasion of incorporation and where the capital in-
vestment is eligible to be supplied， and the shares constituting it 
eligible to be held， by the state and its agents and by norトstatepar嗣
ties alike. 
1n addition to the standard form limited liability corporations 
and joint制stockcorporations， there is reference made in the Corpora-
tion Law to a category of limited liability corporations that are des-
ignated as the state-exclusive investment corporations， or， as this is 
here abbreviated， the SE1Cs. The principles relating to the founding 
and organization of the state-exclusive investment category of lim-
ited liability corporations a1'e laid down in A1'ticles 64 to 72 of Chap靭
ter 2 of the Co1'poration Law. There are close and significant paral-
lels between the SE1Cs and the standa1'd form limited liability co1'-
porations and joint嶋stockcorporation日.Howeverヲitis c1'ucial to un-
derstand that in cont1'a日tto the standard form corpo1'ations， the 
SE1Cs a1'e not to be counted as share-holding co1'porations in two 
key 1'espects. First， the subscription of share capital does not stand 
as an essential component part of the p1'ocedure fo1' the establishing 
of the SEICs as co1'po1'ate entities， and， second， the capital invest-
ment supplied to the SEICs does not stand as capital that is eligible 
to be p1'ovided by non-state parties acquiring， and possessing， sha1'e帥
holder status. On the contra1'Y， the SE1Cs have the status of corpo-
rate entities where the capital investment funding， such as is essen-
tial fo1' the pu1'poses of incorporation， isto be supplied by the state 
on a sole and exclusive basis， and with the state being， for this pur-
pose， rep1'esented through the administ1'ative depa1'tments of the 
state government which exe1'cise the designated capital investment 
powers and capacities. 
The limited liability corporations and joint-stock co1'porations 
share ce1'tain basic features in common， and pa1'ticularly so with 1'e同
spect to the internal organizational structures p1'escribed for them. 
As corpo1'ate entities based in principles of sha1'e台holding、thelim岨
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ited liability corporations and the joint-stock corporations are corpo-
rations where the share-holders， as the suppliers of capital fimds 
and the bearers of ownership rights， stand as sovereign within the 
institutional framework of the corpo1'ate association. Hence the 
foundation of the organizational structure fo1' the two corporation 
fo1'ms lies with the fo1'mal meetings of sha1'e-holde1's， as the instituω 
tional bodies through which sha1'e帽holdersact in thei1' collective ca田
pacity. The 1'ights and powe1's assigned to the meeting臼 ofsha1'e-
holde1's 1'eflect the sove1'eignty of share耐holdersas the subjects of 
co1'po1'ate owne1'ship rights. Thus the meetings of sha1'e楓holderspos-
sess 1'ights of delibe1'ation， decision-making and ultimate approval 
in such matte1's to do with the affai1's of co1'po1'ation日 asove1'al 
business strategy and investment planning， annual budgetary plans 
and final accounts， profit di日t1'ibutionplans， inc1'eases and 1'educ除
tions in the amounts of 1'egiste1'ed capital， and alterations to the 
te1'ms of co1'poration charte1's. In addition， the meetings of share叫
holde1's in the limited liability co1'po1'ations and joint引 ockcorpora輸
tions have the right and powe1' to elect the members of the boa1'ds 
of di1'ecto1's acting fo1' the co1'po1'ationsヲ andalso to delibe1'ate on， 
and to give final app1'oval to， the 1'epo1'ts which the boa1'ds of di1'ec-
to1's a1'e 1'equi1'ed to submit to sha1'eゐ0lde1's.IA1
According to the te1'ms of the Co1'po1'ation Law奇 theboa1'ds of 
di1'ecto1's comp1'ise the highest executive o1'gans of the limited liabiト
ity c01'po1'ations and the joint曲目tockco1'po1'ations. As such， the 
boards of di1'ectors 1'epresent the share-holders as bea1'ers of owner刷
ship rights， and with this representative relation to share-holders 
being underlined through the assignment of the formal status of the 
legal representative officials for the co1'poration日tothe chairmen of 
the boa1'ds of directors. In their representative functions In relation 
to share凶holders，the boards of directors are subject to the rights 
and powers belonging to the share-holders as the sovereign corpo回
rate authority， and as a1'e exerci日edthrough the meetings of sha1'e-
holders. Hence the boa1'ds of directors are required to convene meet胸
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ings of sha1'e-holde1's， top1'epa1'e wo1'k 1'epo1'ts fo1' submission to 
sha1'e-holde1's fo1' fo1'mal app1'oval， and to implement such fo1'mal 
decisions and 1'esolutions of sha1'e-holde1's as a1'e made at thei1' 
meetings. One further executive power belonging to the boards of 
directors is the power to appoint， and to dismiss， the gene1'al man胸
agers of corporations. This power is critical， and its exe1'cise ensures 
that the management 0出cialsof corpo1'ations， at the level of their 
p1'oduction functions and operations， 1'emain subject to the executive 
autho1'ity of di1'ectors and hence subjectωthe 1'ights of sha1'e-
holders. Thus the gene1'al managers of co1'po1'ations a1'e 1'esponsible 
to the boa1'ds of di1'ectors， as 1'ega1'ds the exe1'cise of the designated 
l11anagement powe1's出品 conce1'nsuch corpo1'ation l11atte1'臼 asthe 
appointment of subo1'dinate management 0在icials，and the fo1'mula融
tion and il11plementation of l11anagement p1'oduction plans， annual 
business st1'ategies and investment plansY'1 
Beyond the meetings of sha1'e-holders， the boards of di1'ecto1's 
and the gene1'al manage1's， the1'e 1'emain ce1'tain other important in-
stitutions that a1'e to be recognized as institutions which belong to 
the organizational structures p1'esc1'ibed in the Co1'po1'ation Law fo1' 
the two standa1'd fo1'm co1'porations. One such institution is that of 
the supervisory committees， which bodies a1'e committees of inte1'-
nal discipline with powe1's to inspect co1'po1'ation finances， and to in-
vestigate b1'eaches of the te1'ms of co1'po1'ation charte1's and b1'eaches 
of gene1'al law as pe1'pet1'ated by co1'po1'ation officials.10 A fu1'ther 
institution to be noted， he1'eヲisthat of the wo1'kers' congresses and 
trade union organizationsヲwiththe representatives of the workers 
being guaranteed formal consultation rights in management 
decisiorトmakingwhich relate to the inte1'ests of worke1's.11l1 Finally， 
there is the institution of the CPC committees and secreta1'ies， and 
with the presence of these in the organizational structures fo1' the 
inco1'po1'ated ente1'p1'ises being made the subject of an explicit p1'ovi-
sion which is contained in the gene1'al principles of the Co1'po1'ation 
Law.1日i
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The supervisory committees， the workers' bodies and the CPC 
committees are integral parts of the organizational st1'uctures pre-
scribed for the standard form corporations， and， as such， they dis-
charge functions which are essential to the ends of corporate gov句
ernance. Despite this， however， itis the meetings of share-holders， 
the boards of directors and the general managers that must be con-
sidered as central to the proper understanding of the standa1'd form 
corporations in 1'egard to their internal organization as corporate 
entities. This is so， most particula1'ly， inunderstanding how the ma-
terial application of the principles of corporate o1'ganizational struc自
ture to the indu臼trialSOEs has functioned in the general reform 
programme as pursued in the PRC fo1' state industrial sector. For it 
is the presence of the meetings of share司holders，the boards of direc圃
tors and the general managers， as the three basic institutional com-
ponents of corpo1'ate organizational structure， that reflects the 
t1'ansformation effected to the industrial SOEs through the assign-
ment to them of the status of co1'porations having independent legal 
pe1'sonality， and as based in the principles of share-holding and lim-
ited liability. 
The1'e isone fundamental distinction between the limited liabil-
ity corporations and the joint-stock corporations that goes beyond 
the fact of thei1' common organizational structures， and to the ve1'y 
essentials of their status as corpo1'ations based in share田holding.In 
specific terms， the joint-stock corporations stand as corporations 
that have the status of what， in Anglo-American law， are desig-
nated as public limited companies or public or publicly held corpora愉
tions. This is so in the respect that the shares， as constitute the 
capital investment funding of the corporations， are eligible to be 
freely exchanged and transferred by share凶holdersto non田share駒
holders by means of free transactions in the open market. Thus 
ownership rights in the joint-stock corporations， as determined 
through holdings in shares， are rights that， in principle， remain 
subject to alteration and modification through open-market transac弧
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tions without restrictions based in prior rights and privileges be-
longing to existing shmゃ holders‘However，the matter is quite diι 
ferent in the case of the limited liability corporations， and with 
these effectively having the status of what， in Anglo附Americanlaw， 
are designated as private limited companies 01' closed corporations. 
Thus it is stated in the Corporation Law that the shares constitut-
ing the capital investment funding for the limited liability corpora-
tions are not eligible to be exchanged and tr羽 lsferredby share-
holders through openがmarkettransactions. To the contrary， itis ex皿
pressly provided that transfers of shares by investors to non事share-
holders are transactions that require the approval of a majority of 
existing share馳holders，and that， with respect to such transactions， 
the existing share-holders possess the rights and privileges of first 
options on the purchase of the shares submitted for transfer.I1'31 
As we have noted， there is recognition given in the Corporation 
Law to the category of limited liability corporations that are desig-
nated as corporations based in state-exclusive investment. The 
SEIC日areto be distinguished from the standard limited liability 
corporations and joint-stock corpo1'ations in the 1'espect that they 
are not corpo1'ations where capital investment funding is 日ub-
scribed， con白titutedand held in the fo1'm of shares， but a1'e 1'ather 
corporations whe1'e‘fo1' the pu1'poses of incorpo1'ation， capital invest-
ment funding is supplied on a sole and exc1usive basis by the state 
as rep1'esented through its designated departmental administ1'ative 
organs. In contrast to the limited liability co1'po1'ations and the joint陣i
stock corporations哩 then，the SEICs stand as corporations where al 
supplied capital investment funds， and hence al ownership rightsヲ
pertain to the stateヲ andwhere令部 amatter of st1'ict law and as a 
matter of st1'ict definition， there are no share-holding mechanisms 
which allow fo1' the extending of capital investment opportunities 
and owne1'ship rights to non-state parties. As it happens， some lim-
ited extension of shareもoldingarrangement日hasoccurred with the 
SEICs， such that non司stateparties have heen enabled to cOl1tribute 
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to their capital investment funding. However， this has not qualified 
the absolutism of the ownership rights held by the state in the 
SEICs. Nor has it served to qualify the status of the SEICs as cor-
porations where al capital inve臼tmentis to be state岨suppliedfor the 
purposes of incorporation， and where only the state and its agents 
are to have standing as parties of interest for the purposes of the 
organizational structure of the corporations. Here， itmust be em-
phasized that since the SEICs are corporations whose capital in島
vestment funding is not based in share司holding，it follows that there 
is no provision made in the Corporation Law for the organizational 
structure of the SEICs to include the institution of the formal meet-
ings of share-holders. For the SEICs， itis the state， rather than 
some institutional body of share卸holders，that stands a呂田overeign
within the framework of the co1'porate association. Accordingly歩 the
organizational structure of the SEICs is limited principally to the 
Institution of the boa1'ds of di1'ectors and to the gene1'al manage1's. 
The basis of the o1'ganizational structure of the SEICs lies in 
the institution of the boards of directo1's， and with these， inthe ab-
自enceof share-holders proper， being appointed by and answerable to 
the administrative departments of the state government which are 
charged with responsibilities for capital investment in the SEIC日
concerned. The rights and powe1's of the board臼ofdirectors estab-
lished fo1' the SEICs are， in principle， those specified fo1' the boards 
of directors of the白tandardform limited liability corpo1'ations， and 
with the board chai1'men having the status 1'elative to the SEICs of 
being their official legal rep1'esentatives. Howeve1'， the rights and 
powers of the boards of di1'ecto1's of SEICs in 1'ega1'd to ce1'tain mat-
ters， such as co叩o1'ationme1'ger日 andcorpo1'ation capital， remain 
subject to the sc1'utiny and app1'oval of the 1'esponsible investing ad-
ministrative departments of the state government. In addition， itis 
provided that the board chairmen， as the official legal 1'epresenta網
tives fo1' the SEICs， a1'e to be appointed by the relevant state噌
governmental administrative departments. Thus a1'e the 1'ights and 
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powers of the boards of directors for the SEICs circumscribed by the 
rights and powers of the state government， and to an extent unpar-
alleled with the corporations which fal within the standard limited 
liability and joint-stock categories盆'fhegeneral managers for the 
SEICs are to be appointed by the boards of directors， and the rights 
and powers belonging to them are those which are expressly as-
signed to the general managers acting for the standard form limited 
liability corporations， Even so， the general managers for the SEICs 
stil remain subject to close state control， in the respect that their 
appointment and activities remain subject to the approval of the 
boards of directors， which are themselves established through direct 
state appointment and authorization."41 
'fhe state由exclusiveInvestment category of corporation is cen“ 
tral in the reform of the state industrial sector in the PRC， as this 
has been effected by the Party旬Stateleadership through the policy 
of having the industrial SOEs established as corporate entities. For 
the industrial SOEs that have been designated by the state-
governmental authorities as strategic， and hence as foundational 
within the state industrial sector， are enterprises that have for the 
most part been established as corporations which are state勝
exclusive investment in form. 'fhat this is so underlines what has 
been the determination of the Party-State leadership to bring into 
being a mixed economic framework as in accordance with the princi-
ples of the socialist market economic order， but where the means of 
industrial production are maintained in subjection to what are over開
al rights of state ownership and state ownership contr叫.'fo be 
白ure，the state industrial sector has seen the establishing of indu日掛
trial SOEs as limited liability corporations and joint-stock corpora-
tions， where capital investment funding is supplied in part or in 
whole by non-state parties and hence where the state itself has 
come to be compromised in respect of ownership rights and control. 
However， the fact remains that state ownership in the means of in-
dustrial production， inthe strategic sectors where vital national in噌
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terests are at issue， has been enduring and persistent in the reform 
era. As evidence for this， there is the consideration that the indus-
trial SOEs incorporated in accordance with the limited liability and 
joint-stock principles have commonly functioned as the subsidiarie自
of parent-Ievel corporations， and where the latter are state舗exclusive
investment form corporations. He1'e， the subsidia1'ies stand as share司
holding co1'po1'ations that remain open to non-state-supplied capital 
investment， while standing also in final subo1'dination to pa1'ent-
level co1'po1'ations which a1'e not only state-exclusive in 1'espect of 
their own capital investment funds， but are themselves the major 
sha1'e回holde1'sin， and hence the major supplie1's of capital to， the 
co1'po1'ations which are subsidiary to them‘The parent-subsidiary 
form of corpo1'ate o1'ganization is a fundamental featu1'e of the state 
industrial sector 1'eform in the PRC， and it p1'esents itself as a co1'-
po1'ate organizational st1'ucture where the means of indust1'ial p1'o回
duction have been preserved for ultimate state ownership and con目
t1'ol， but at the same time have been suppo1'ted th1'ough the gene1'a-
tion of a mixed， 01' diversified， capital investment st1'uctu1'e. 
The law of co1'po1'ations in the PRC， in its p1'ima1'Y context of 
application， has served to set the legal-institutional f1'amework for 
the 1'efo1'm of the state indust1'ial secto1'， and with this仕amewo1'k
providing， as we have seenう fo1'the maintenance of the public own-
e1'ship 1'ights as held by the state in the means of indust1'ial produc-
tion. Hence there follows the central position within the corpo1'ation 
system of the state-exclusive investment fo1'm of ente1'prise inco1'po-
ration， as there follows also the c1'ucial significance of the parent-
subsidia1'Y co1'porate o1'ganizational st1'ucture as setting modalities 
fo1' ove1'al state owne1'ship cont1'ol of the st1'ategic a1'eas of induト
trial p1'oduction in conditions of diversified capital investment fundゅ
ing. 1n the event， the e1'a of 1'eform in the PRC since 1978 has wit-
nessed not only the 1'efo1'm of the state industrial secto1'. It has wit-
nessed also the rapid 1'ise of the p1'ivate enterp1'ise secto1'， whe1'e the 
ente1'p1'ises that comprise the secto1' have been free f1'om al subjec臥
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tion to public owne1'ship 1'ights. 1n the ea1'ly yea1's of the 1'efo1'm e1'a， 
the scale of the p1'ivate ente1'p1'ise sector was ve1'y small， and the 
position adopted by the political-admini白t1'ativeauthorities in 1'e-
spect of it was essentially non船interventionist.1ndeed， the main 
achievement of the political-administrative authorities at fi1'st lay 
simply in the allowing of the p1'ivate enterprises to establish them-
selves， and then to develop in acco1'dance with their own independ-
ent economic momentum. Howeve1'， the p1'ivate enterprise sector 
was to expand massively du1'ing the 1990s， and this expansion com輸
pelled the political-administrative authorities to move from non-
interventionism to the positive construction of some appropriate 
legal酌regulatoryframe¥再To1'k.The intention in this was to establish a 
body of law， and the relevant machine1'Y of political administ1'ation， 
which would be transpa1'ent sufficient fo1' the needs and purposes of 
private entrep1'eneurs， and which would， in p1'inciple at least， be 
non-discriminatory for the private enterprises as in relation to the 
state-owned sectors of industrial production. 
It should be emphasized at once that the Corporation Law has 
of coursεplayed its own part in forming the legal-1'egulatory frame陥
work for the emerging private enterprise sector， through its provid嗣
ing f01" the inco1'poration of ente1'prises in acco1'dance with the p1'in血
ciples of share-holding. Thus the te1'ms of the Co1'po1'ation Law a1'e 
such that it i白p1'ovidedthat industr匂180Es may be removed from 
the state indust1'ial sector through their being established as lim糾
ited liability form co1'po1'ations， 01' as joint-stock fo1'm co1'por叫 ions，
in circumstances where the capital investment funds a1'e subsc1'ibed 
by non-state pa1'ties and where the owne1'ship 1'ights stand as p1'i酬
vate owne1'ship 1'ights. 80 also is it provided that ente1'p1'i日eswith 
no prio1' relation to the state industrial secto1' may be fo1'med as co1'-
porations with capital investment fimds constituted as shares， and 
with this taking place in ci1'cumstances whe1'e p1'ivate individuals 
supply al the capital investment and so themselves initiate the es-
tablishment of the inco1'porated ente1'p1'ises as such. In addition to 
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the incorporated enterprises that are subject to private ownership 
rights， the private enterprise sector in the PRC has comprehended 
enterprises that are based in private capital investment， and sub-
ject to private ownership rights， but that are enterprises which do 
not proceed to incorporation and which， in consequence， do not fal 
within the sphere of the corporation system and within the terms of 
regulation set through the Corporation Law. These are the enter-
prises that have been very much in the vanguard of the private en-
terprise sector， and it has been a particular concern of the political-
administrative authoritie自 toprovide for them a legal-regulatory 
framework that will be exclusive of the principles of share-holding 
and limited liability which are essential to the law of corporations. 
Two measures present themselves as foundational in respect of this 
legal-regulatory framework. First， there is the Partnership Enter幽
prise Law of the PRC， which was adopted at the 24th Meeting of 
the Standing Committee of the 8th National People's Congress on 
23 February 1997.1日ISecond， there is the statute relating to the pri-
vate enterprise sector whose elements we now proceed to examine 
in detail: the lndividual-Exclusive Funded Enterprise Law of the 
PRC， or as we abbreviate this the IEFE Law， which was adopted at 
the 11th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 9th National 
People's Congress on 30 August 1999yGI 
i. The Law of the Individual.Exclusive Funded Enterprises 
of the People's Republic of China 
The Law of the lndividual-Exclusive Funded Enterprises of the 
PRC， or as explained the IEFE Law， comprises forty-eight Articles 
with the日ebeing organized in the form of six separate Chapters. 
Chapter 1 (Articles 1-7) sets out the general principles which relate 
to the individual凶exclusivefi.l1ded enterprises (that is， the IEFEs). 
In Chapter 2 (Articles 8-15)， there are described the arrangements 
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and procedures that are to be followed in the establishing of lEFEs， 
and specifically as these concern the issuing by the relevant public 
authorities to the individuals providing the funding for the enter-
prises of the business licences which are essential for the purposes 
of enterprise establishment. Chapter 3 (Articles 16--25) elaborates 
the rights and duties of the individuals who are the investors in the 
individual-exclusive funded form of enterprises， together with the 
rights and duties of the individuals who are commissioned by the 
investors to discharge the management functions of the enterprises. 
Chapter 4 (Articles 26← 32) describes the arrangements and proce凶
dures relating to the termination of IEFEs， and states the basic du齢
ties of investo1's in respect of the dissolution of ente1'p1'ises and the 
liquidation of enterprise assets and p1'ope1'ty. 1n Chapte1' 5 (A1'ticles 
33-46)， there a1'e set down the legal duties and obligations that 1'e目
late to the IEFEs， and to the diffe1'ent pa1'ties involved in them， to“ 
gether with the sanctions and penalties which are to be imposed for 
b1'eaches of these. Finally， there are two supplem創ltaryprovisions 
stated in Chapter 6， with these p1'oviding that the IEFE Law has no 
application to enterprises in the PRC which are funded through for-
eign capital investment (Article 47) and that the Law， as enacted on 
30 Au♂1St 1999， would become effective as of 1 January 2000 (Arti-
cle 48). 
a. General Principles 
?
?
、 、
?
? ?
?
?
The general principles that are set out in Chapter 1 of the IEFE 
Law concern the defining purpose of the Law， the essential charac-
teristics of the individual岨exclusivefunded category of enterprises， 
and the basic position in law of the enterprises and their workers. 
As regards the purpose of the IEFE Law， itis affirmed in Article 1 
that the Law is enacted in o1'der to provide for the proper re伊llation
of the activities of enterp1'ises that are based in individual-exclusive 
funding arrangements， and， th1'ough this， toprovide for the proper 
? ??
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protection under law of the legitimate rights and interests of inv四国
tors and creditors. In addition， itis affirmed that the IEFE Law has 
the more general， and as it were context-directed， purpose of coか
tributing to the maintenance of the whole containing socio-economic 
fabric and of promoting the development of the socialist market eco・
nomic order in the PRC. The purpose here referred to is crucial. 
For， as we shall emphasize， the terms of the IEFE Law are such 
that they serve to set the individual骨exclusivefunded category of 
enterprises within the context of the socialist market economic or-
der， and with this following from the recognition that is given in the 
Law to social interests that are bound up with the enterprises 
which extend beyond the immediate material interests of investors 
and creditors. 
The essential characteristics of the IEFEs， as forming a distinct 
category of enterprises， are given in Article 2 of the IEFE Law. 
Thus the IEFEs are enterprises which are established within the 
territory of the PRC， and which are supplied with their capital in-
vestment by single individuals acting in their capacity as natural 
persons and on a sole and exclusive basis， and with the individuals 
in question， as investors， standing as the sole and exclusive bearers 
of ownership rights in respect of the enterprises. Further， the li圃
abilities of investors for the debts of enterprises in the individual-
exclusive funded category are unlimited liabilities. Thus it is that， 
for the purposes of the IEFE Law， there is no distinction allowed for 
as between the capital assets and property pertaining to the enter-
prises and the capital assets and property as belonging to investors 
in their purely private capacity. It is also provided in the IEFE Law 
that the IEFEs should have a permanent domicile， with the location 
for this to be where the principal business offices of the enterprises 
concerned are situated (Article 3). 
As for the position of the IEFEs and the enterprise workers in 
law， the key consideration given recognition to in the general princi-
ples of the IEFE Law is that the Law establishes a legal個regulatory
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framework for the enterprises that involves， and that gives effect to， 
determinate legal rights and obligations which relate to the organi-
zation and operations of the enterprises. Thus there is stated the 
requirement that the IEFEs are to act in accordance with standing 
law and administrative re♂llations in al aspects of their business 
activities. It is also required that the IEFEs are to conform with the 
accepted principles of good faith and honest dealings， to re合ain
from conduct involving harm and detriment to public interests， and 
to fulfil al obligations concerning the pa戸nentof due taxes as in 
accordance with law. (Article 4). To balance these obligations， there 
is laid down the general principle that the state authorities are to 
enforce the law in matters relating to the IEFEs as regards the pro-
tection of the property， and the other legitimate rights and inter-
ests， bound up in them (Article 5). In respect of the position of en-
terprise workers， itis provided that workers are to be employed in 
the IEFEs in accordance with law， that the rights and interests of 
the workers are to be protected under law， and that workers are to 
establish trade union organizations， and to direct their activities， in
accordance with law (Article 6). To underline the situating of the 
IEFEs within the context of the socialist market form of economic 
order， and to underline also the privileged and legally entrenched 
position in the PRC of the CPC as the custodian of the socialist 
road of development， there is stated the general principle to the ef-
fect that enterprise workers who are members of the CPC are re幽
quired to conduct themselves， and to organize their activities， in ac圃
cordance with the Constitution of the CPC (Article 7). 
b. The Establishment of Enterprises: Registration田ldLicensing 
???〈?The legal-regulatorγframework set for the individual-exclusive 
funded category of enterprises， then， isone where， at the level of 
general principles， itis provided that the enterprises are to be sub-
ject to law and administrative regulations in the different aspects of 
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their affai1's. Howeve1'ヲ thete1'ms of the IEFE Law a1'e such that the 
ente1'p1'ises a1'e not only 1'equired to confo1'm with the terms of the 
relevant law and administrative 1'egulations. In addition to this， it
is 1'equired that the ente1'prises a1'e to have the standing， and the 
recognition， asdi日tinctlegal entities such a日torender them capable 
of conformity with law and administrative regulations in thei1' 01'事
ganization and in thei1' activities and ope1'ations. 80 far as the p1'o-
visions of the IEFE Law a1'e concernedラ thebasis fo1' the status of 
the IEFEs as legal entities 1'elates to the a1'1'angements and proce-
du1'es that a1'e p1'esc1'ibed fo1' thei1' establishment and licensing， 
which arrangements and p1'ocedures se1've to b1'ing the IEFEs unde1' 
the supervision of the political-administrative autho1'ities and hence 
unde1' the di1'ect regulatory cont1'ol and supervision of the state as 
such令
The essential conditions fo1' the establishing of ente1'p1'ises as 
IEFEs acco1'ding to law are detailed in Article 8 of the IEFE Law as 
follows. Thus it is he1'e stipulated that investor日a1'eto be single In-
dividuals and having natu1'al pe1'sonality as such， and that the en-
te1'prises proposed fo1' establishing are each to have a legal ente1'-
p1'ise name. The1'e isalso stipulated that the investment capital l'か
lating to enterp1'ises is to be supplied and decla1'ed by the investo1's， 
that there is to be a fixed place and location fo1' the conducting of 
the business activities and operations of enterpri日es，and that the1'e 
are to be pe1'sonnel and workers sufficient fo1' the enterprises to be 
effective in the pe1'fo1'mance of their activities and ope1'ations. 
The conditions fo1' establishing ente1'p1'ises as IEFEs a臼refe1'1'ed
to above being met‘the1'e Is then a 1'equi1'ement that investors， 01' 
thei1' designated agents， a1'e to p1'oceed to apply fo1' the 1'egist1'ation 
of enterp1'ises and fo1' the issuing of business licences. Thus formal 
applications a1'e to be d1'awn up and presented to the regist1'ation 
autho1'ities at the 1'elevant level of local government administ1'ation. 
In the IEFE Lawう itis provided that an application for the estab耐
lishing of an ente1'prise as an IEFE is to include a document of for-
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mal application for establishment， a document certiちringthe name 
and status of the investor concerned， and a document confirming 
permission for the use of the production and operating facilities as 
intended for the proposed enterprise. In circumstances where enter楓
prise establishment requires the express approval of some or other 
political-administrative authority， as in accordance with standing 
law and administrative regulations， then it is stipulated that docu-
ments confirming approval as issued by the relevant authority訂 e
to be submitted with the application for establishment. (Article 9). 
The document of application is to include the name and address of 
the proposed enterprise， the name and address of the applicant in-
vestor， a statement of the actual amount of capital investment to be 
supplied by the investor together with a specification of the means 
for the raising of it， and a statement as to the preci日escope of the 
projected business activities and operations (Article 10). There is 
the additional requirement that the name proposed for an 
individual-exclusive funded form of enterprise is to be consistent 
with the form of its liabilities， as well as consistent with the form of 
business which it is to undertake (Article 1). 
The registration authorities receiving applications for the estab-
lishment of enterprises are empowered to issue business licences to 
the applicant investors. Under the terms of the IEFE Law， the reg-
istration authorities are required to issue business licences to appli-
cant investors within fifteen days of their receipt of applications for 
establishment. In the event that the registration authorities decline 
to issue business licences， the applicant investors concerned are en-
titled to have a written explanation from the registration authori-
ties where the reasons for the decision to withhold business licences 
are properly elaborated. (Article 12). The issuing of位lebusiness li-
cences to applicant investors is the essential act in the acquiring of 
legal standing and recognition on the part of the enterprises whose 
establishment is being applied for， as well as its being the essential 
act in the acquiring by the enterprises of the formal legal capacities 
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to engage in business activities and ope1'ations. Thus it is p1'ovided 
that ente1'p1'ises a1'e to commence thei1' business activities and op司
e1'ations only subsequent to the issuing of the business licence by 
the 1'egist1'ation authorities， and with the date of issue of the licence 
marking the first day fo1' engagement in legitimate business activi-
ties and operations on the part of the enterprises concerned (A1'ticle 
13). The cent1'al significance of the issuing of the business licence as 
to the establishing of the ente1'prises， and as to basing of the legiti噂
macy of thei1' activities and ope1'ations， is1'eflected in the p1'ovisions 
of the IEFE Law to the effect that fundamental alte1'ations made to 
the st1'uctu1'e， functions and othe1' aspects of ente1'p1'ises subsequent 
to licensing a1'e themselves 1'equi1'ed to be applied fo1' and app1'oved 
by the 1'egist1'ation authorities. Thus it is p1'ovided that whe1'e 
IEFEs opt to establish subsidia1'Y b1'anches， then applications fo1' 
the establishing of the subsidiaries， and fo1' the issuing of business 
licences to them， a1'e to be submitted to the 1'egist1'ation autho1'ities 
in the localities in which the subsidia1'ies a1'e situated (Article 14). 
Again， itis p1'ovided that changes in those ci1'cumstances of IEFEs 
that we1'e di1'ectly mate1'ial to the o1'iginal i臼suingof business li-
cences to them a1'e to be 1'epo1'ted to the 1'elevant 1'egistr前ion
authorities within fifteen days of thei1' being effected， and with this 
involving the submission of official application fo1'ms fo1' the 1'egis欄
t1'ation of the changes involved (Article 15). 
c. Enterprise Investors and Management Personnel 
In the legal-1'egulato1'Y f1'amewo1'k set fo1' the individual-exclusive 
funded catego1'y of ente1'p1'ises， the position of the investo1's isfun-
damental with 1'espect to the establishing of the ente1'p1'ises and to 
thei1' internal o1'ganizational structu1'e. For it is the investo1's who 
Initiate the establishing of IEFEs， and they who p1'ovide the capital 
investment funding fo1' the ente1'p1'ises. Thus it is that the IEFE 
Law stipulates the basic p1'inciples concerning the 1'ights and duties 
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of investo1's. The essential principle， he1'e， isthat individual pe1'sons 
acting as investors remain subject to o1'dina1'Y standing law and aι 
minist1'ative regulations. Accordingly， i比tiおsp1'ovided t白ha此twhe1'e indi-
viduals a1'e exp1'essly p伊I
tions fi仕1'0刀omengaging i泊np戸r叶ofi託t剛mak恒ingbusiness activities， then such 
individuals have no competence to act a自 investo1'sand so a1'e not 
permitted to make application fo1' the establishment of ente1'prises 
(Article 16). The1'e is the furthe1' p1'inciple that the investo1's， as 
suppliers of the capital investment funding fo1' the ente1'prises on a 
sole and exclusive basis， are to bea1' and exe1'cise al owne1'ship 
1'ights relating to the enterp1'ises， and that， as the bea1'ers of 1'ights 
of owne1'ship， the investors in IEFEs are to remain as 1'ega1'ds thei1' 
ente1'p1'i日eliabilities the subjects of unlimited liabilities. Hence in-
vesto1's， as the owne1's of the ente1'p1'ises， a1'e competent to dispose 
of owne1'ship 1'ights in ente1'prises in favou1' of other pe1'sons 
th1'ough t1'ansfe1' and inhe1'itance， as in acco1'dance with the gene1'al 
1'ules of law relating to the disposition of pe1'sonal p1'ope1'ty (A1'ticle 
17). In addition， ente1'p1'ise investo1's， as the subjects of unlimited li-
abilities in 1'espect of ente1'p1'ise debts司 a1'eto be conside1'ed as com-
mitting al those of thei1' assets and p1'ope1'ty held in common family 
owner叶lIpto the ente1'prise capital investment funds‘and with the 
common family assets and p1'ope1'ty of investo1's 1'emaining available 
fo1' the discha1'ging of the ente1'p1'ise debts (Article 18). 
In principleラ theente1'p1'ise investo1's， as bea1'e1's of ownership 
1'ights， a1'e eligible to exe1'ci日eal the rights and powe1's 1'elating to 
the management of the ente1'p1'ises. Even so， the IEFE Law does 
give prope1' recognition， in 1'espect of the individual由exclusivefunded 
catego1'y of ente1'prises， tothe distinction between owne1'ship rights 
and powers， as belonging to investo1's， and the rights and powe1's of 
management‘ For it is confirmed that investors a1'e eligible to com峨
mission personnel to manage the affai1's of the ente1'p1'ises that they 
own， and with the personnel concerned being autho1'ized to act with 
full civil capacitie日 inthe representing of the interests of owners 
;)s 
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through the exercise of management rights and powers. 1n the 
event that investors do so commission enterprise managers， then， as
it provided in the IEFE Law， the relationship between investors 
and management personnel is required印 bebased in a written con-
tract of employment. The terms of the contracts formed by investors 
and managers are to be such as to speciかthebusiness activities 
and operations that the management officials are commissioned to 
engage in， and to speci(y the scope and extent of their authorization 
to act. The persons commissioned to act as managers remain subject 
to the general obligations of honesty， good faith and due diligence in 
the exercise of rights and powers， and they are bound to conduct en駒
terprise business in accordance with the stated terms and provi-
白ionsof the employment contracts which they enter into with inves-
tors. (Article 19). 
The managers of the IEFEs are subject to certain restrictions 
on their conduct. Among the restrictions that are explicitly referred 
to in the IEFE Law are the prohibitions on conduct involving the 
abuse of position by managers， for the purposes of personal gain 
and advantage. Thus managers are strictly forbidden from seeking 
and accepting bribes， embezzling enterprise assets and property， 
and engaging in the misappropriation of enterprise funds. Likewise 
strictly forbidden for managers are such practices as the opening of 
personal bank accounts for the depositing of enterprise funds with-
out the consent of investors， and the use of enterprise assets and 
property as guaranteed collateral without specific investor authori-
zation. The restrictions imposed in law on the managers of the 
IEFEs also include prohibitions on conduct involving conflicts of in-
terests that are likely to go against the interests of enterprises， and 
so likely to commit managers to acts of bad faith in respect of inv郎副
tors. Accordingly， itis provided that management personnel are not 
permitted to undertake business ventures that are competitive with 
the enterprises that they manage， or to conclude personal contracts 
and trading arrangements with the enterprises， save in circum-
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stances where the approva1 of investors for this is forthcoming. Nor 
are management personnel permitted to tr羽 lsferthe trademarks 
and intellectual property of the enterprises which they act for， or to 
divu1ge the business secrets and privileged information of the enter-
prises. Finally， there is confirmed to be a general duty falling on 
the management personnel of IEFEs to refrain from acts which are 
prohibited under the terms of general law and administrative regu-
lations. (Article 20). 
The restrictions placed on the conduct of the management per-
sonne1 of the IEFEs， asstated above， involve duties which are owed 
to investors and which have the effect of working加 protectthe in-
terests of investors. However， the IEFE Law also stipulates certain 
general duties falling on the enterprises， and to be discharged by in“ 
vestors and managers， where these duties are essentially non-
investorイocusedwith respect to the interests which they work to 
protect. Thus the enterprises are required to maintain accurate fi剛
nancial records (with al that this means in terms of such wider du幽
ties as those to do with the taxation system)， and with this being 
expressed in terms of the stipulated requirement that the enter-
prises are to keep proper accounts and to practise proper accounting 
in accordance with the law (Article 21). Similarly， there are the du-
ties that are owed by the IEFEs with respect to workers. Here it is 
provided that the enterprises are required to conclude standard 1e-
gal form contracts of emp10yment with workers， tomaintain proper 
safety standards for workers， and to ensure the timely and complete 
payment of the wages and sa1aries of the workers (Article 22). Also， 
the enterprises are required to participate in the social insurance 
programmes established by the state for enterprise workers， and to 
pay the due socia1 insurance premiums of workers as in accordance 
with the existing administrative regulations issued by the state 
authorities (Article 23). As well as duties and obligations， there are 
certain right日 andimmunities conceded to the IEFEs under the 
terms of the IEFE Law. Thus the enterprises are considered compe-
38 
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tent to apply for loans and to acquire rights in the use of land， and， 
more generally， toenjoy such general rights as are defined as apply-
ing to enterprises in law and in administrative regulations (Article 
24). There is also stipulated the principle as to the exemption of the 
enterprises from being coerced by any institutions or individuals， so
as to provide financial resources， material resources or manpower in 
any manner which involves the violation of law (Article 25). 
d. Terminations: the Dissolution and Liquidation of Enterprises 
The enterprises established as IEFEs are terminable. Thus the 
IEFE Law provides for the termination of enterprises， and with this 
involving both the dissolution of enterprises and the liquidation of 
the enterprise capital assets and property. The arrangements and 
procedures relating to enterprise terminations， as elaborated in the 
IEFE Law， are intended to facilitate terminations if opted for by in-
vestors in their status as bearers of rights of ownership in the en幽
terprise. However， there is also the clear intention to provide for the 
proper protection of pa此iesother than Investors. In particular， 
there is the intention to ensure proper protection for the interests of 
en旬rpriseworkers and employees and enterprise creditors， as well 
as for the interests of the state as the due recipient of enterprise 
??
?
?
tax revenues. 
The principal circumstances that give rise to the initiating of 
procedures for the dissolution of the individual-exclusive funded 
form of enterprises， as recognized in the IEFE law， are as follows. 
First， investors may decide to dissolve enterprises. Second， enter-
prises may be dissolved following the death of investors or the an-
nouncement of the same， but in conditions where there is no legal 
heir to the ownership rights vested in the enterprises concemed， or 
where legal heirs， being present， nevertheless waive their right to 
succeed to the enterprise ownership. Third， enterprises may be dis-
solved as the result of revocation of business licences in accordance 
JlI 
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with law. Fourth， there are such other circumstance臼 occasioning
enterprise dissolution as may be defined in law or administrative 
regulations. (Article 26). The dissolution of enterprises must involve 
the liquidation of enterprise capital assets and property， and with 
this working to ensure that the rights and interests of creditors are 
secured. It is provided in the IEFE Law that the liquidation of en-
terprises is to be conducted either by the investors of the enter-
prises concerned， orby an official receiver to be appointed by a Peoゅ
ple's Court on the application of the enterprise creditors. In the 
event that liquidation Is undertaken by enterprise investors， then 
the inve自torsare required to give creditors advance notice in writ-
ing at least fifteen days prior to formalliquidation， or， where notifi-
cation of creditor日isimpossible， a public announcement stating the 
intention of the enterprise owners to liquidate is required to be is-
sued. As for creditors， these are required to declare their just claims 
within thirty days counted from the date of their receipt of the noti-
fication of liquidation， or within sixty days counted from the date of 
the public announcement by the enterprise owners of the intention 
to liquidate. (Article 27). Subsequent to the formal dissolution of en-
terprises， the original investors in the enterprises as dissolved re-
main liable for the debts of the enterprises incurred during the pe-
riod of their actual existence， although liabilities cease in the event 
that creditors present no claims within a period of five years follow-
ing dissolution (Article 28). 
The liquidation of enterprise capital assets and property， as 
this comes with the dissolution of enterprises， isto be conducted 
such as初日atisちγthelegitimate rights and interests of affected par目
ties who are non血investors，and hence such as to ensure that the in-
vestors in enterprises act in conformity with the general principles 
of honest dealings and good faith. Thus in the IEFE Law， itis 
stipulated that the capital assets and property of the enterprises 
are to be liquidated in such a way as to discharge their just debts in 
the following order of priority. First， the salaries and social insur-
??????????????
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ance premiums of the enterprise workers and employees are to be 
paid. Second， the obligations falling on enterprises in respect of the 
payment of due taxes are to be fulfilled. Third， the remaining enter-
prise debts are to be discharged. (Article 29). During the period of 
the liquidation of enterprise capital assets and property， the enter-
prises subject to liquidation are not permitted to engage in ordinary 
business activities and operations other than those relevant to the 
liquidation process itself， and the investors are not permitt迎dto 
transfer or to conceal any of the enterprise capital assets and prop-
erty (Article 30). In circumstances where the capital assets and 
property of enterprises are insufficient to discharge the due debts of 
enterprises such as present themselves for the purposes of liquida-
tion， then the investors are required to discharge the debts in ques-
tion with their personal property (and with this， ofcourse， being in 
accordance with the underlying principles of unlimited liability that 
govern the enterprises which are individual-exclusive funded in 
form) (Article 31). With the completion of the process of liquidation， 
the investor自 ofthe enterp討sesconcerned， or the 0悶cialreceivers 
as appointed by People's Courts having jurisdiction， are required to 
prepare a formal report of liquidation， and to arrange for the cancel-
lation of the licensing registration of the en臼rprisesby the relevant 
registration authorities within a period fifteen days (Article 32). 
e. The Legal Duties and Obligations of Enterprises and 
Related Sanctions and Penalties 
?????
The legal剛regulatoryframework for the individual-exclusive funded 
form of enterprises， asthis is set in the IEFE Law， isone where the 
enterprises， and the investors who bear ownership rights in them 
and the personnel who are their managers， remain subject to VaJ十
ous duties and obligations. However， the subjecting of the enter幽
prises， and the enterprise investors and managers， toduties and ob幽
ligations that are real， and not merely nominal， must presuppose 
PLJ 
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the presence and availability of sanctions and penalties sufficient to 
render the legal時regulatoryframework for the enterprises capable of 
actual enforcement. For only thus will there be some material and 
objective guarantee as to the proper discharging of duties and obli-
gations on the part of the enterprises and the investors and manag凶
ers， the proper punishing of breaches of duties and obligations， and 
the proper provision 01' effective 1'emedies in the event of the occur-
rence of such breaches. The sanctions and penalties 1'elating to the 
va1'ious legal duties and obligations 1'alling on the ente1'p1'ises， and 
on the investo1's and manage1's， a1'e summa1'ized in Chapter 5 of the 
IEFE Law. The schedule of自anctionsand penalties described is one 
that has application to duties and obligations in law whose b1'each 
will involve serious c1'iminal misconduct. Acco1'dingly， itis vital to 
understand that the ultimate responsibility 1'or the enforcement of 
the duties and obligations applying to the ente1'prises， and hence fo1' 
the en1'o1'cement of the enti1'e legal-regulato1'Y f1'amewo1'k set in the 
IEFE Law， is a 1'esponsibility that lies beyond the political-
administrative authorities that have specitic institutional concerns 
fo1' enterprise af1'airs， and liesラ rather，with the police authorities 
and with the o1'dinary judicial machinery which is available through 
the People's Courts. 
The provisions of Chapter 5 of the IEFE Law include the speci司
自cationof a set 01' sanctions and penalties that apply principally to 
ente1'prise investors， and that have application in contexts which in-
volve fraud， misrepresentation， enterprise failu1'e and improper con幽
duct relating to the registration 01' enterprises and the issuing 01' 
business licences by the registration authorities. Thus it is provided 
that the submission of false documents， and the adoption 01' other 
such 1'raudulent means， tosecure the registration 01' enterprises will 
result in an order to e1'fect immediate rectification of the misconduct 
and to pay fines 01' up to 5，000 Yuan， and with the option available 
of concurrent revocation of the business licences issued for enter‘ 
prises in such circumstances in serious cases (Article 33). The use 01' 
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names by investors in connection with enterpri嗣 registrationthat 
are inconsistent with those notified to the competent registration 
authorities will result in a rectification order to be acted on within 
a prescribed time period， together with fines of up to 2，000 Yuan 
(Article 34). 
ln the event that the business concerns of enterprises as given 
in the business licences are altered， or leased out or transferred by 
the enterprise investors， then the relevant penalty is to take the 
form of the issuing of rectification orders， the confiscation of a1 ile-
gal gains accruing from the misconduct concerned， and the imposi-
tion of fines of up to 3，000 Yuan. It Is provided that with serious 
cases， the business licences for the enterprises will be revoked. In 
the event of the forging of business licences， the su自pensionof the 
business activities and operations of the enterprises is to be or-
dered， al illegal gains earned through the 仕audare to be confis-
cated， and fines of up to 5ラ000Yuan are to be imposed on the male-
factors. ln cases where the forgerγof business licences has the aシ
pect of a crime， then the criminal responsibility of the malefactors 
involved is to be investigated in acco1'dance with law. (Article 35). 
The cancellation of business licences is presc1'ibed as the due白anc-
tion in ci1'cumstances where ente1'prises fail to initiate thei1' busi喝
ness activities and ope1'ations for more than six months following 
the issuing of licences， orwhere enterprises have ceased thei1' busi-
ness activities and ope1'ations fo1' mo1'e than six months (Article 36). 
In ci1'cumstances where enterprises engage in business activities 
and operations without obtaining business licences， then the busi-
ness activities and ope1'ations are to cease subject to the issuing of a 
suspension o1'de1' and fines of up to 3，000 Yuan are to be imposed. 
ln circumstances where changes are made to enterprises in matters 
that are subject to registration， but where no formal application fo1' 
approval for the changes is made to the relevant registration 
authorities， then the registration of changes will be ordered to have 
effect within a prescribed pe1'iod of time and with fines of up to 
??????????
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2，000 Yuan to be imposed should the changes stil1 be 1eft unregis同
tered. (Article 37). 
The provisions of Chapter 5 of the IEFE Law， as detailed 
above， are directed to the maintaining of the effective supervision of 
the individual樽exclusivefunded category of enterprises through the 
agency of the political-administrative authorities. The intention， 
here， isessentially one to do with ensuring that the state， and the 
machinery of political administration available to it， will properly 
and adequately secure the range of public interests which are bound 
up in the business activities and operations of the enterprises. Even 
so， there are provisions laid out in Chapter 5， where the intention is 
to secure and protect the interests of parties other than the state， 
and specifically so the interests of investors in relation to the enter-
prise managers， the interests of the enterprise workers and the in-
terests of the enterprise creditors. Thus it is provided that the maル
agement personnel of IEFEs who violate the terms of their con-
tracts with investors as the enterprise owners， and to the detriment 
of the interests of investors， are to assume ful civil liabilities for 
the damages caused (Article 38)‘It is also provided that the sanc-
tions and penalties prescribed in law are to be imposed in the event 
that enterprises act in violation of the legitimate rights and inter-
ests of the workers， as with the failure to ensure proper conditions 
for health and safety at work and with the failure to pay the due 
premiums for the social insurance of workers (Article 39). 
There are also various sanctions and penalties relating to the 
duties and ob1igations of the management personnel of the enter回
prises in respect of investors stated in Article 40. These are prか
sented as serving to give effect to the provisions of Article 20 of the 
IEFE Law， which， as we have seen， concern the abuse of position by 
enterprise managers， conflicts of interests and matters of bad faith. 
Thus it is laid down that in cases where management personnel 
embezzle the capital assets and property of enterprisesラ orother-
wise infringe the property rights and interests of enterprises and 
H 
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the investors in them， then restitution is to be made and the assets 
and property involved are to be returned. 1n addition， it is required 
that where enterprise managers accrue gains through their unlaw-
ful actions， then the illegal gains concerned are to be confiscated. 1n 
cases where the malpractice of management personnel constitutes 
criminal misconduct， then the criminal responsibility of the person-
nel is加 beinvestigated in accordance with law. (Article 40). The 
violation of law or administrative regulations in the disposition of 
the financial resources， material resources and manpower resources 
of enterprises is to be subject to sanctions and penalties， and the li-
abilities of the responsible individuals concerned are to be investi-
gated (Article 41). As regards the interests of creditors， itis pro岨
vided出at，in the case of the liquidation of enterprises， those inves-
tors who hide or transfer the capital assets and property of the en-
terprises during the proωss of liquidation， inorder to evade liabili-
ties in respect of creditゅrs，are to be sanctioned. The sanctions pre剛
scribed include the retrieval of the capital assets and property con-
cerned according 加 lawfulprocedure， and the imposing of the pen-
alties laid down in the law and administrative regulations. Where 
the misconduct of investors is criminal in nature， then the basis of 
the criminal responsibility involved is to be investigated. (Article 
42). There is the further provision relating to the liabilities of inves-
tors旬 theeffect that investors who violate the terms of the IEFE 
Law， and so render themselves subject to fines or forfeits， are re-
qUII吋 todischarge al civil liabilities for damages prior to the pay-
ment of fines and forfeits in circumstances where their capital as-
sets and property are insufficient to discharge al their just liabili-
ties， orwhere the capital assets and property of the enterprises are 
subject to confiscation orders (Article 43). 
Under the terms of the 1EFE Law， the individual-exclusive 
funded form of enterprises are regulated principally through the 
agency of the registration authorities. However， the registration 
authorities are political-administrative authorities， and， as such， 
?????????
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they are subject to law， with their actions being subject to review In 
accordance with the various principles and procedures which belong 
to the province of administ1'ative law as weI1 as those which belong 
to the p1'ovince of the o1'dina1'Y c1'iminal code. So， for example， the 
1'egistration authorities may en in the exe1'cise of their official pow-
e1's， 01' they may abuse 01' exceed thei1' powe1's and in this way be 
found to have acted ultra vi1'es. Likewise， the registration authori-
ties may even do mate1'ial wrong， as th1'ough co1'ruption and crimi-
nal malpractice in the exe1'cise of powers. In principle喝 the1'efore，it 
is essential that there should be sanctions and penalties available 
to have applied against the registration authorities， inaddition to 
there being 1'emedies made available fo1' those persons， and pa1'ticu-
la1'ly the enterprise investo1's， who have just cause fo1' complaint in 
1'ega1'd to flaws and imp1'op1'ieties which may be found to attach to 
the acts of the autho1'ities. 
The duties and obligations of the registration authorities， as 
these 1'elate to the sanctions and penaltie日 fo1'non輔fulfilment，are 
set out among the provisions included in Chapte1' 5 of the IEFE 
Law. He1'e， the intention is， in its essentialsヲoneto do with the p1'o-
tecting of enterp1'ise investo1's， 01' would-be ente1'prise investors， 
from the costs and disadvantages a1'ising f1'om maladminist1'ation. 
Thus it is st布ulatedthat 1'egist1'ation autho1'ities that pe1'mit the 
1'egist1'ation of enterprises which uul to satisちTthe registration 1'e-
qui1'ements laid down in the law， or， conve1'sely， that decline to 
make due 1'egist1'ation of enterprises which satisfy the specified reg-
i日tration1'equi1'ements， a1'e subject to sanction as follows: the indi-
vidual ofticials involved a1'e subject to penalties unde1' administra-
tive law， 01'， in cases whe1'e the actions of ofticials constitute the 
commission of c1'imes， then the ofticials concerned a1'e to be Investi-
gated fo1' c1'iminal responsibility in acco1'dance with law. (Article 
44). Then again， the1'e are the cases whe1'e the officials in cha1'ge of 
administrative depa1'tments superior to the regist1'ation autho1'ities 
p1'oper compel officials in the latte1' to pe1'叩itthe 1'egistration of en嗣
???????????
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terprises which fail to satisfy the due registration requirements. 
AIso， there are the cases where the registration authorities are com-
pelled to refuse the registration of enterprises which satisfy the reg-
istration requirements， or where the superior administrative de-
partments attempt to conceal the unlawful registration acts. With 
these cases， itis provided that the individual officials at fault are to 
be subject to penalties under administrative law， orare to be sub-
ject to investigation for criminal responsibility in the event that 
their actions constitute crimes. (Article 45). Finally， there are the 
cases where the registration authorities refuse the registration of 
proposed enterprises as in line with the application of investors， 
and yet fail to provide the applicant parties with the due reply with 
explanation within the time period as prescribed in law. Here， the 
applicant parties concerned are entitled to seek the appropriate 
remedies which are available in administrative law. These take the 
form either of administrative reconsideration by some competent 
administrative organ， or of judicial review by the courts in accor-
dance with the principles and procedures of administrative litiga-
tion. (Article 46). 
??????
f. The IEFE Law Considered: Purpose and Effects 
The IEFE Law whose elements we have expounded constitutes the 
legal-regulatory framework for the establishment， and for the busi-
ness activities and operations， of enterprises which are based in the 
capital investment funding of private individuals. The essential pur-
pose of the IEFE Law is to facilitate the direction and commitment 
of private capital by individual investors to the end of productive 
enterprise. It Is through reference to this its purpose that the IEFE 
Law is to be viewed as comprising a ∞re component pa此 ofthe ju幽
ridical ∞ntext which has been set by the Party-State leadership for 
the emergence and organization of the private enterprise sector in 
the PRC. In fulfilment of the pu中oseinforming it， the IEFE Law 
I目
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serves to encourage the initiative of private investors and to enable 
them to act in pursuit of profits. Here， of course， the IEFE Law le-
gitimates the range of private interest自 thatare bound up with 
profit-making enterprises which remain subject to private capital 
investment funding arrangements， and subject to rights of private 
ownership. At the same time， however， the terms of the IEFE Law 
are such as to link private interests with interests that belong to 
the sphere of public interests. For the IEFE Law serves to facilitate 
and to make possible the range of public goods that follow from the 
presence， and 仕omthe proper and efficient functioning， of the spe-
cific form of private enterprise to which it has application. Thus 
there follow from the individual-exclusive funded form of enter構
prises the remunerative employment of staff and workers， and the 
provision of sought-for goods and services such as are essential to 
the needs of the individual members of the community. 80 also does 
there follow the generation of the ever increasing yields of阻xreve-
nues that， as these accrue to the public authorities， work to the se-
curing of the collective interests and advantages of the whole com-
munity as in accordance with the principles of the socialist market 
economic order， which principles， as it is stipulated in the IEFE 
Law， set the 仕ameworkcontext for the activities and operations of 
the enterprises. 
'l'he purpose of the IEFE Law， as concerning the direction and 
organization of private capital investment for productive enterprise， 
is underlined through consideration of the principal effects of the 
Law. First and foremost， the IEFE Law has the effect that it pro-
vides for the extension of proper legal standing and recognition to 
the enterprises which are formed through the initiative， and 
through the capital investment funding， ofprivate individuals. Thus 
there are uniform standards laid down relating to the form that the 
individual-exclusive funded category of enterprises must assume as 
the condition for their acquiring standing and recognition in law， 
and， inaccordance with these standards， there are proper protec-
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tions and safeguards defined in 1aw with respect to the rights and 
interests of the individuals who stand as the enterprise investors. 
At the same time， however， the ext杭 ldingof legal standing and rec国
ognition to the enterprises is such that it works to ensure proper 
protections and safeguards for concerned parties other than inves-
tors， and for their rights and interests. Thus it is that in conse-
quence of their acquiring of legal standing and recognition， the e任
terprises， together with the investors and the management person-
nel acting for them， remain subject to duties and obligations that 
are determinate in law， and with the said duties and obligations bゃ
ing owed to the enterprise wo1'ke1's， the ente1'prise creditors and the 
state and with this serving to give 1'ea1 effect to the 1'ights and in-
terests of these various parties. The duties and obligations falling 
on the ente1'p1'ises， and on the investo1's and management person耐
ne1， touch di1'ectly on the 1'ange of social inte1'ests that it is provided 
that the enterprises are bound in 1aw to promote， and that are im-
plicit in the ends of the socialist market economic order in contex-
tual relation to which， and to repeat， the enterprises in the 
individual-exclusive fimded category are to be situated. Fo1' it is the 
socialist market economic order that stands as the presupposed 
background fo1' the social interests which the ente1'prises based in 
private capital investment are to seれγe，as it stands a1so as the prか
supposed ground of final justification for those duties and obliga-
tions of the enterprises which are rendered properly determinate as 
the effect of the enterprises acqui1'ing 1ega1 standing and 1'ecogni-
tion. 
The IEFE Law invo1ves， and gives 1'ise to， the subjection of the 
i加nd出lVl泊dual岨ex抗clu路閣s討iv刊efu山mdedc悶atωeg伊01'ηyoぱfente1'prises to a c∞ompI 
s悦lvel'問eg伊lme0ぱf1'問:egu叫I辻1a抗ti向ont出ha叫ti均白 ma引in叫1泊ta創inedby the 自坑tatωe，and by 
the political-administ1'ative autho1'ities which act for the state. This 
1'egime has the effect not only that the ente1'p1'ises based in p1'ivate 
capital investment funding are 1'emoved enti1'ely from implication in 
the condition of absolute non自regulation，such as obtains in the 
?????????
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black market. In addition to this， the regulatory regime of臼tate-
maintained supervision， as set in the IEFE Law， has the more sub-
stantial effect， such as we have indicated， that the private enter-
prises are brought to conform with such legal norms and standards 
as will work to ensure that the private enterprise sector serves the 
wider public interests of the whole community. The element of the 
IEFE Law that is central， as regards the state regulation of the pri-
vate enterprise sector， isthat to do with the rights and powe1's of 
the political-administrative autho1'ities which concern the registra-
tion of the ente1'prises and the issuing of business licences to their 
owne1's. For the registration and licen日ingof the ente1'prises by the 
political-administrative authorities is the precondition fo1' the as-
signment to them of proper legal standing and recognition. 80 also 
is it he precondition for the engagement by the enterprises in fully 
lawful business activities and operations， and where the enter-
prises， as acting in confo1'mity with the due principles of honest 
dealings and good faith， will here reliably discharge their duties 
and obligations with respect to the provision of stipulated goods and 
services， and with respect to the rights and interests of the enter-
prise worke1's， the enterprise creditors and the state itself. 
The enterprise registration and licensing regime maintained by 
the state， and by the political-administrative authorities， as this is 
provided for in the IEFE Law is strict. To underline the strictness 
of the regime， there must be reckoned with the elaboration of the 
1'elevant provisions of the IEFE Law that comes in the regulations 
relating to enterprise registration and licensing which we1'e issued 
on 13 January 2000 by the 8tate Administration fo1' Industry and 
Commerce， as the responsible departmental administrative organ of 
the 8tate Council: Measu1'es Concerning the Registration of 
lndividualωExclusive Funded Enterprises.Il'1 Among much else， the1'e 
is here confirmed the hierarchically ordered， and inter-locking， 
structure of centralized political administration through which are 
to be discharged the official responsibilities for the regist1'ation and 
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licensing of the p1'ivate ente1'prises. Thus it is p1'ovided that the 
State Administ1'ation fo1' Indust1'Y and Comme1'ce， as the 1'esponsi柑
ble political回administr叫 iveautho1'ity at the cent1'al level of govern-
ment， will exe1'cise ove1'al di1'ection fo1' the wo1'k of ente1'prise 1'egis-
t1'ation on the nationwide basis. As fo1' the indust1'ial and commer-
cial administ1'ative depa1'tments established at the va1'ious sub-
cent1'al ju1'isdictional levels of government， these a1'e to function as 
the 1'egist1'ation autho1'ities in 1'espect of the particula1' ente1'p1'ises 
which a1'e the1'e p1'esented fo1' the pu1'poses of 1'egistration and li世
間 nsing.In addition to confi1'mation of the institutional disposition 
of the 1'egist1'ation autho1'ities， the1'e is al日oprovision made in the 
Measu1'es Concerning the Regist1'ation of Individual曲Exclusive
Funded Ente1'p1'ises fo1' the gene1'al st1'engthening of the 1'egulato1'Y 
1'ights and powe1's of the 1'egist1'ation autho1'ities， and with this as 
fu1'the1' to the te1'ms of the IEFE Law. Thus the1'e a1'e included such 
specific p1'ovisions as those to the effect that the ente1'prises a1'e to 
be subject to annual inspection on the pa1't of the 1'egist1'ation 
autho1'ities、andwith this to dete1'mine the competence of the ente1'-
p1'i日esto continue with the pe1'fo1'mance of thei1' specified business 
activities and ope1'ations.181 
The 1'ights and powe1's 1'elating to the 1'egist1'ation and licensing 
of the individual-exclusive funded catego1'y of ente1'p1'ises， as these 
a1'e exe1'cised by the state acting th1'ough the 1'elevant political-
administ1'ative autho1'itie夙a1'e1'egulato1'Y 1'ights and powe1's. As the 
effect of the subjection of the p1'ivate ente1'p1'ises to these state-
exe1'cised 1'egulato1'Y rights and powe1's， the ente1'p1'ises a1'e 1'en-
de1'ed subject also to the fo1'm of cont1'ol st1'uctu1'e which is consti-
tuted th1'ough the p1'esence of a containing system of state laws and 
administ1'ative 1'egulations. Thus it is that the te1'ms of the IEFE 
Law a1'e to be unde1'stood such that the ente1'p1'i臼es，as based in p1'i-
vate capital investment funding， a1'e b1'ought not only within the ju-
1'isdiction of the political-administ1'ative autho1'ities. At the same 
time， the p1'ivate entel'prises a1'e b1'ought within the f1'amewol'k of 
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general law‘This 仕ameworkstands as the context for the regu1a-
tion of the enterprises by the political-administrative authorities， as 
it stands also as the u1timate日ourceand justification for the spe-
cific rights and powers belonging to the enterprises and for the spゃ
cific duties and obligations to which they are subject. The general 
law that has application to the individual-exclusive funded form of 
enterprises， as this is confirmed and given effect to under the terms 
of the IEFE Law， comprehends al the principal categories of law 
which are to be found obtaining in the PRC. Thus there iおsleg♂is1a“ 
tion falling within the白phereof civiI and com 
tion tωo 1egislation fおb凶l山ingwithin the sphere of economic law.1附叩削IThere 
iおsalso t出helegislation t出ha叫tbelongs to the c問at総eg伊orieslisted as fol叫
lows: social welfare law， as witness， for example， the Labour Law of 
the PRC of 1994;121 criminal law， as witness most notably the re1e-
vant provisions of the Criminal Law of the PRC of 1979;121 and ad-
ministrative law， as witness particularly the Administrative Proce-
dure Law of the PRC of 1989 and the Administrative Recon自idera-
tion Law of the PRC of 1999.12:3! 
The企ameworkof laws and administrative re郡llationsthat has 
application to the regulation of the private enterprise sector， and 
that applies to the private enterprises as an effect of the IEFE Law， 
goes to confirm what， as we have pointed to， isa sa1ient feature of 
the post-1978 reform era in the PRC. This is that the reforms in the 
economic sphere have occasioned significant reforms in the sphere 
of government and political administration， and with this involving 
the development of the rule of law as the basis for the general exer白
cise of state powers and as the basis for the organization of the rela血
tions of the state， and those of the political-administrative authori白
ties， tothe means of industrial production. The extension of legal 
forms and legal categories to the means of industrial production has 
been most marked in the context of the state industrial白ector.
Here， as we have emphasized， the aspect of the development of the 
rule of law in the PRC that has been crucial has been the e日tablish-
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ing of the law of corporations. For it is the law of corporations that 
has been foundational in the reform of the industrial SOEs， and in 
the endeavour essential to that reform process of the redefining of 
the status and position of the industrial SOEs in their relation 加
the state and to the political-administrative structure. 
???、?
The law that serves to regulate the individual-exclusive funded 
category of enterprises is to be distinguished from the law of corpか
rations in certain critical respects， just as the private sector enter-
prises such as are govemed by the IEFE Law are to be distin-
guished仕omthe state industrial sec旬renterprises which have 
come 加 beestablished as corporations. The essential point of dis-
tinction， here， isto do with the consideration that the incorporated 
enterprises are based in limited liability， inthe matter of the princi-
ples relating 加 theircapital investment funding， whereas the enter-
prises in the individual-exclusive funded category are based in prirト
ciples of unlimited liability as regards capital investment funding 
aηangements. Thus the incorporated enterprises stand as commer・
cial corporations where the liabilities of investors， as the bearers of 
the ownership rights， are limited to the extent of their subscribed 
capital Investment. The principles of limited liability applying to the 
incorporated enterprises are， of course， connected directly with the 
application to the enterprises of the principles of share-holding. For 
the investment capital in the incorporated enterprises is constituted 
and represented as shares， and with the material liabilities of the 
investors， as share圃holders，being limited to the capital which is ac-
tually committed by them for constitution and representation in the 
form of shares. As for the individual-exclusive funded categOIγof 
enterprises， there is here by definition no share-holding arrange岨
ment for the subscription and constitution of capital investment 
funds. In consequence of this， there is no share-holder status for the 
individual investors， as the enterprise owners， tolay claim to in or-
der to insulate themselves in their private capacities from the con-
ditions of enterprise engagement and so limit their enterprise li・
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abilities to the material extent of the subscribed share capital. On 
the contrary， the terms of the IEFE Law provide that the liabilities 
of the enterprises are to be discharged by the owners up to and in-
cluding the disposal by them of their personal and their common 
family property (Articles 2， 18)， and with this unlimited obligation 
on owners， as regards the discharging of enterprise liabilities， com-
ing to have its most compelling application in the context of the dis-
solution of enterprises and the liquidation of enterprise assets and 
prope此y(Articles 30-31， 42).1241 
The principles of unlimited liability that have application to the 
enterprises that are governed by the IEFE Law are notable for the 
reason， among others， that there is underlined with them the deter-
mination of the Party司Stateleadership in the PRC to extend the 
constraints of the rule of law to the private enterprise sector. In 
this， the IEFE Law complements the law of corporations， where， 
and to repeat， the intention and effect have been to bring the state 
industrial sector within a proper企ameworkof laws. It is clear that 
the principles of unlimited liability， as set through the IEFE Law， 
work to impose strict disciplines on private individual investors. For 
the making of ente叩riseliabilities unlimited in extent means that 
private investors are bound in law， and on pain of severe financial 
sanction， toconform with general standards of honest dealings and 
good faith， and with this serving as a material deterrent to fraud 
and malpractice on their part. It means also that investors remain 
subject to a legal framework where the rights and interests of inves-
tors are protected， but where investors are bound to subordinate 
their rights and interests to those of creditors and employees， and 
to the underlying claims of the state， inthe conducting of enterprise 
activities and operations. In these respects， the disciplines of unlirrト
ited liability， as bearing down on private investors， are such as to 
promote trust and confidence in regard to enterprise activities and 
operations within the private sphere， and hence to promote general 
reliance on the rectitude of the enterprises， and of their owners and 
??????????????
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management， in al the various aspects of those activities and op-
erations. At the same time， the private investors are constrained， 
through the disciplines of unlimited liability， towork to ensure the 
continuing profitability of the enterprises， and hence to ensure the 
economic virtue of the enterprises as this is determined through the 
e釘icientperformance of their designated functions in the provision 
of goods and services. Here， the subjecting of the private enterprises 
to the constraints of legal order， asthrough the application to them 
of unlimited liability disciplines， isal of a piece with the subjecting 
of the enterprises to the constraints of the market disciplines， as in 
accordance with the general reform policy objectives of the Party-
8tate leadership to render the means of industrial production re-
sponsive to the market accountabilities. 
Beyond this， itmust be emphasized that the application of the 
principles of unlimited liability in the private enterprise sector is 
such that these serve to maintain the integrity of the whole corpo・
ration system in the PRC. As we have explained， the corporation 
system has. stood as the principal institutional framework for the 
realizing of state industrial sector reform. Thus it is predominantly 
the industrial enterprises falling under sta飴 ownershipthat have 
come to enjoy the privileges that are bound up with the limitation 
of liabilities， as in accordance with the principles of share-holding. 
Likewise， of course， itis predominantly the industrial 80Es that 
have come to be seized of the independent legal person status spe-
cific to corporations， and hence seized of the institutional attributes 
essential to that personality. 80， for example， the incorporated in-
dustrial en胎rprisesgive effect in their organization to the distinc-
tion between owners in their private capacities and owners as share幽
holders， and to the representative standing of those management 
personnel who， like board directors and board chairmen， act as 0伍・
cers for the corporations in their status as public bodies. While the 
process of incorporation in the PRC has hitherto been a process 
bound up with the thrust of state industrial sector reform， there is 
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at the same time no doubt that the status and privileges attendant 
on incorporation promise much by way of benefits and advantages 
to those private investors who are engaged in productive enter-
prises. lndeed， the status and privileges to do with incorporation 
are such that， inthe future， the corporation system in the PRC is 
likely to be carried forward not just through the incorporation of ex-
isting industrial SOEs， but also through the opting for incorporation 
on the part of private enterprises as governed by the principles of 
unlimited liability and through the inc1usion of such enterprises 
within the corporate sphere. ln view of this， there is a basic require剛
ment， essential for the integrity of the corporate sphere in its future 
development， that the enterprises drawn from the private sector 
that present themselves for incorporation should be enterprises 
whose viability and profitability have been rigorously established. 
The unlimited liability principles as these apply to the private en-
terprise sector in the PRC generally， and apply more particularly to 
the individual-exclusive funded form of enterprises， ensure the ele同
ment of rigour in the vindicating of enterprise viability and profit-
ability which， aswe suggest， must be seen as working to preserve 
the integrity of the corporate sphere. 
ii. The Private Enterprise Sector， Principles of Constitu-
tional Order and the CPC Rulership 
The private enterprise sector in the PRC is by no means confined to 
the enterprises that are individual-exc1usive funded in form， and 
that， as such， are subject to the terms of the IEFE Law whose ele-
ments we have examined in this paper. For the private enterpris唱
sector comprehends the enterprises which have the distinct form in 
law of partnership enterprises. At the same time， the private enter-
prise sector e玄tendsto the enterprises which belong to the ∞rporate 
sphere. Among these， there are the incorporated enterprises that 
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originated as enterprises falIing within the state indust1'ial sector， 
and that， through the process of incorporatIonラ havecome to have 
thei1' capital investment supplied enti1'ely by non-state parties and 
so have come to fal subject to pure and undiffe1'entiated right臼 of
p1'ivate owne1'ship. The1'e are also the incorpo1'ated enterprises that 
have no origins as such in the state indust1'ial sector， and that 
stand as enterprise corporations which are not only funded through 
capital investment supplied by non-state parties， but which are also 
instituted， and so brought into being， on the initiative of the private 
individuals who thereby become the sole bearers of ownership 
rights in them. Despite al this， itis the enterp1'ises based in the ex-
clusive capital investment fimding of private individuaJs that， fo1' 
the purposes of the present paper， are taken to be representative of 
the private enterprise sector. For it is the individual-exclusive 
funded form of ente1'prises that exempli令， and se円 eto identiて'y， the 
characterIstics of the private enterprises that have emerged inde-
pendently of the development track followed with the state indus-
trial sector， and that have stood quite outside the co1'poration sys伊
tem which， in the particular conditions of the PRC， has provided 
the state industrial sector with its dominant and defining reform 
modalities. 
The enactment of the law relating to the individual-exclusive 
funded form of enterprises in 1999 must be taken as confi.rming the 
fact of the rise and emergence of the p1'ivate enterprise sector in the 
PRC during the reform period. If the private enterprise secto1' is 1'e回
viewed fo1' the years of the reform period， thell it is clear at once 
that the secto1' has developed， alld firmly elltrenched itself， with a 
quite astonishing rapidity. That this is so is underlined by the con-
sideration that at the cOl11mencing of the rεform p1'ocess in 1978 pri-
vate cOl11l11ercial enterprise was more or less non-exIstent in the 
PRC. As for the origins of what were to el11erge as the private en-
terprise白towhich legislation such as the IEFE Law would have ap-
plication， these go back to the early 1980s when farl11ers in the ru-
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ral areas had public land contracted to them by the governmental 
authorities， in the relevant jurisdictional ∞ntexts， under a system 
which was designated and referred 加 asthe household contract re-
sponsibility system. Here， the contracting farmers were allowed to 
use their own personal savings to start small business concerns 
dealing in agricultural produce and agricultural se円 ices，and， indo・
ing so， toenjoy levels of remuneration which were linked directly肋
the performance of the businesses in terms of their actual output 
and productivity. The small幽scaleagricultural business enterprises 
in the rural areas were to prove the initial motor of the private en-
terprise sector. Thus it was that some of the agricultural enter-
prises went on to become major private enterprises in their own 
right. At the same time， the engagement by farmers in profit胎
orientated trade and commerce encouraged the entering into of the 
cities and the urban centres on the part of the self-employed small 
traders and stall-holders， who， as commercial dealers in handicraft 
products and in agricultural and light industrial goods， laid the 
foundations for the private enterprises which， as going beyond the 
agricultural and light industrial sectors， were to operate in the 
mainstream industrial sectors proper.1251 
In the 1980s， there took place a substantial enlargement in the 
scale of private business concerns and in the scale of investment by 
private individuals in industrial enterprises. This enlargement con-
tinued into the 1990s， sothat by the end of the decade the enter-
prises in the industrial and industrial・relatedsectors that fel sub-
ject to private ownership rights began to account for just less than 
10% of the total means of industrial production in the PRC. During 
this period， itbecame customary in official usage to distinguish be-
加Teenprivate enterprises employing more than 8 persons and pri-
vate individual owned enterprises where fewer than 8 persons were 
employed， and while the distinction is not in fact pertinent to the 
terms of legislation such as the IEFE Law， itdoes nevertheless in-
dicate the increasing scale range of the enterprises falling within 
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the private sector. The expansion in the number of private enter陶
prises in the 1990s was phenomenal. To give some sense of this， it
should be no加dthat in December 2001 Jing Shuping， the Chair-
man of the All China Federation of lndustηand Commerce， was 
able to report that as at the time of reporting there were more than 
1.7 million private enterprises operating in the PRC， with these in-
volving the investment of capital funds amounting 加 about1.1 tril・
lion Yuan together with the employment of about 27 million peo・
ple.'261 Again， the matter may， for the purposes of illustration， be 
presented in more regional幽specificterms， as with the cases of 
Shanghai and Shandong Province in East China. Thus the latter 
was in Au郡1St2002 reported to have within its jurisdiction some 
160，000 registered private enterprises. As for Shanghai， this was re圃
ported， also in August 2002， tohave something in excess of 205，000 
private enterprise concerns， with a registered capital of some 226 
billion Yuan and employees numbering some 2 million people and 
with the private sector as established there accounting for more 
than 50% of the total of al enterprises.1271 
The great expansion in the private enterprise sector has been 
'uly accepted and endorsed by the Party-State leadership in the 
PRC. This is so not least in relation to the promoting by the leader幽
ship of what has been the first-order objective of state industrial 
sector reform. Here， the private enterprises have been looked to for 
their contribution to the breaking up of state monopolies and the 
rendering of the industrial SOEs more adaptable to the market dis-
ciplines. At the same time， the private enterprises have been looked 
to for their contribution in providing創1alternative source of em-
ployment for the workers who are laid off from the industrial 
SOES.1281 Thus it is that policy-makers and economic analysts have 
come to argue for the view that there must be equal treatment for 
the private enterprises， and with this expressed in terms that imply 
the nece自sityof the ending of al existing discrimination in favour of 
the state industrial sector and to the detriment of the private enter-
PLJ 
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prise sector，12fl 
Very much in line with this view， the private enterprise sector 
has been moving beyond the industries where it was initially fo酌
cused， such as farming， fiお01'陀est廿1'，')払ヲ
manuf:仏actu旧11'司オi加ngand construcω出t“ion，i"O以川M抑州1 and towards involvement in 
those ar問ea邸st出ha抗thave hi託t出he凹rtωotωen凶de吋dt加ob悦ethe exclusive preserve 
of量the日tateseむtor，such as science and technology， real estate， infor-
mation and education， and financial securities.l:il It is expected that 
the private enterprise sector will now begin to penetrate deeply into 
the service indust1'ies， including banking， insurance， tourism and 
telecommunication白， and with the private ente1'prises so engaged 
expanding furthe1' in accordance with what is CUrI別式lyprojected fo1' 
the future as a significant growth in general employment in the 
service industries secto1'.ll2J 1n addition to this， there is litle doubt 
that the private ente1'prise secto1' has 1'eceived， and will continue to 
1'eceive， ve1'y g1'eat advantages f1'om the admission of the PRC to the 
World T1'ade Organization (WTO) in Decembe1' 2001. Fo1' the p1'i-
vate ente1'prises must inevitably derive conside1'able long term 
benefit from the fulfilling of the commitments given by the state-
governmental authorities on the occasion of WTO ent1'y. Of particu・
lar account， here， isthe unde1'taking on the part of the PRC to ful-
fil， by the year 2005， the terms of the WTO treaty obligations as to 
the establishing of unifo1'm administ1'ative rules and p1'ocedures fo1' 
al enterprises in 1'espect of such matte1's as capital acce自sand com-
me1'cial ope1'ations， and subject only to the inte1'ests of the state in 
maintaining cont1'ol of the industrial sectors which a1'e designated 
as essential to the national security.I:l'iI 
There is a general context fo1' the development of the private 
enterprise sector in the PRC， and for its continuing expansion， 
which goes to underline the profound impact that the transition ef~ 
fected since 1978仕omthe political command economic system to 
the mixed economic system has had on the entire fabric of state， 
law， government and society. The context in question is that of a 
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state structure， and with this including al the available machinery 
of law and political administration， which is founded in， and legiti-
mated through， the principles of what in the PRC is accepted as 
authoritative socialist doctrine. Thus the PRC stands as a state that 
was from the time of its founding in October 1949 dedicated to the 
realization of the ends of socialist modernization， and as a state 
that was proclaimed as conforming in its structure and defining 
purposes with the four cardinal principles which related to the so・
cialist road of development， the democratic dictatorship of the peo“ 
ple， the leadership of the CPC and the normative supremacy of 
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought. The terms of socialist 
doctrine， as in the case of the PRC， were initially such that it was 
understood to presuppose the primacy of public ownership of the 
means of industrial production， where the rights of public owner聞
ship pertained to the people and remained vested in and exercised 
through the state authorities: hence， of course， the preference for， 
and adoption of， the political command form of economic order. 
Given this， itwas inevitable that the emergence of a private enter-
prise sector should carry with it highly challenging， and indeed sub-
versive， implications for the integrity of socialist doctrine in the 
PRC， and that there should in this way be called into question the 
very fundamentals of the legitimate order established within the 
PRC. For the private enterprise sector comprises 
sphere where the means of industrial production are made subject 
to ownership rights vested in private individuals， and private own-
ership rights are in principle opposed to， and pot泡ntiallydestructive 
of， the public ownership regime which in the PRC of the 1950s was 
made the foundation of its socialist development. 
In the event， the Party-State leadership of the reform era has 
modified certain of the core tenets of socialist doctrine， and this in 
such a way as to provide for the recognition of the private ent泡子
prise sector at the level of the most basic constitutional terms of as-
sociation in the PRC. In doing so， the Party-State leadership has 
economlc an 
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moved to provide for the bringing of private enterprise and private 
ownership rights within the framework of the state constitutional 
order. The crucial point of documentary reference for this is the 
1982 State Constitution of the PRC， which form of the State Consti-
tution continues to stand as the fundamentallaw of the PRC.134 As 
for the modifications of socialist doctrine that are pertinent to the 
question of the private enterprises and private ownership rights， 
these are to be found in the Amendments to certain key provisions 
of the State Constitution which were adopted by the National Peo-
ple's Congress in 1988， 1993 and 1999. The relevant Amendment 
企om1988 concerned Article 11 of the State Constitution， and this 
served to give formal recognition in law to the private economic sec-
tor and to the rights and interests bound up with that sector. In its 
original form as of 1982， Article 11 provided that individual eco帽
nomic activities on the part of workers in the urban and rural ar圃
eas， such as conform with existing legal limitations， are complemen-
tary to the socialist public economic order， with the relevant rights 
and interests to be protected in law and with the activities involved 
being subject to the administrative control of the state. In the 
amended form of Article 11 as of 1988， the provisions to do with in-
dividual economic activities were retained， but with a new para-
graph added which explicitly recognized the private economic sector 
as such as follows: 'The state permits the private sector of the econ・
omy to exist and develop within the limits prescribed by law. The 
private sector of the economy is a complement to the socialist public 
economy. The state protects the lawful rights and interests of the 
private sector of the economy， and exercises guidance， supervision 
and control over the private sector of the economy.'1351 
In 1993， there was an important Amendment made to Article 8 
of the State Constitution. The significance of this， in the present 
context， isthat the Amendment gave explicit recognition to the 
household contract responsibility system， with remuneration being 
linked to actual output and performance， as a legitimate basis for 
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the organization of productive enterprise in the rural areas within 
the containing framework of socialist collective ownership. The 
contract-based system of household responsibility in agricultural 
production， as we have explained， goes back to仕lebeginnings of 
what is now the private enterprise sector in the PRC. In view of 
this， itshould be noted that Article 8 in both its original form as of 
1982， and in its amended form as of 1993， affirms the right of the 
farmers belonging to the rural economic collectives to participate in 
such private， and contract-based， enterprise projects as the farming 
of the plots of cropland and hil land al10tted for their private use， 
the engaging in household sideline production， and the raising of 
livestock as subject to private ownership rightS.1361 
There was a further modification made to Article 8 with the 
Amendments to the State Constitution that were adopted by the 
National People's Congress in 1999. This change served to confirm 
the propriety of the contract-based form of household responsibility 
system， through the specifying of it as part of a general manage-
ment system for the rural areas which was to allow for some meas蜘
ure of decentralization in production operations. With that said， the 
Amendments of 1999 are notable， here， for the reason that there 
was formal constitutional endorsement given to the diversification 
in ownership structure that has been essential for the emergence of 
the private enterprise sector， aswell as a specific constitutional en-
dorsement given to the individual-owned and private economic sec-
tors as forming an essential component part of the socialist market 
economic order. Regarding the issue of ownership structure， the 
Amendment for Article 6 is crucial. The Article as of 1982 read 
thus: 'The basis of the socialist economic system of the People's Re-
public of China is socialist public ownership of the means of produc-
tion， namely， ownership by the whole people and collective owner-
ship by the working people. The system of socialist public owner-
ship supersedes the system of exploitation of man by man; it applies 
the principle of“from each according to his ability， toeach accord-
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ing to his work".' To this was added in the Amendment of 1999 the 
following confirmation of ownership diversification (and， related to 
this， diversified distributional modalities) in what was presented as 
the defining situation of the PRC as being in the first or primary 
stage in the development towards socialism:‘During the primary 
stage of socialism， the State adheres to the basic economic system 
with the public ownership remaining dominant and diverse sectors 
of the economy developing side by side， and to the distribution sys-
tem with the distribution according to work remaining dominant 
and the co-existence of a variety of modes of distribution.' As for 
constitutional recognition for the private economic sector， this came 
with the Amendment that provided for Article 11 of the State Con-
stitution. in its 1988 form to be revised as follows:‘lndividual， pri-
vate and other non-public economies that exist within the limits 
prescribed by law are major components of the socialist market 
economy. The State protects the lawful rights and interests of indi-
vidual and prかaぬ economies，and guides， supervises and adminis-
ters individual and private economies.'1371 
The amending of the State Constitution in the contexts that we 
have reviewed must be seen as a response to the development of 
private ownership rights， and， inthis aspect， itis something that is 
clearly indicative of the firm determination of the Party-State lead-
ership in the PRC to create the conditions of legal-political order apω 
propriate for the emergence of the private enterprise sector which is 
implicit in the presence of private ownership rights. As it happens， 
the emergence of the private ente叩risesector has had an impact on 
the fabric of law， state， government and society in the PRC that 
goes far beyond the formal principles of legal-political order which 
are given in the State Constitution. For the private enterprise sec-
tor has impacted directly on the very substance of the political con-
trol structure in the PRC. This is so in the respect that the private 
enterprise sector has come to pose a most profound challenge to the 
CPC， and to the foundations of its single-pa吋:ymonopoly rulership 
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powers as these are exercised through the formally constituted sys国
tem of state government and political administration. Here， itmust 
be emphasized that the monopoly rulership powers of the CPC are 
of course intimately bound up with， as they are legitimated 
through， the terms of the socialist doctrine to which the CPC re-
mains avowedly committed. Thus it is that the CPC has the status， 
as recognized in the principles of the State Constitution， of being 
the director of the socialist road for development， and the custodian 
of the will and interests of the people as in accordance with the 
terms of Marxism圃Leninismand Mao Zedong Thought. 
Against this， however， there is the establishing of the private 
enterprise sector in the PRC and the resulting spread of private 
ownership rights in the means of industrial production throughout 
society， and with these developments， as we have suggested， render岨
ing problematic the socialist doctrine which founds the CPC ruler岨
ship. Thus and to repeat the point， the private enterprise sector has 
stood in certain opposition to， and has come to be increasingly com姐
petitive with， the regime of pub1ic ownership of the means of pro駒
duction which， in principle， forms an essential component part of 
that foundational socialist doctrine. 1n these circumstances， the 
CPC is now con色、ontedwith a situation where there are present 
within society elements that derive their power and influence 仕om
private ownership rights， and that stand as private interests whose 
existence is not without strain to be reconciled with the core doc-
trinal principles to which the CPC appeals in support of its legiti司
macy. 
The challenge in this is that if the emerging private interests 
were to be viewed by the CPC as being in opposition to itself， then， 
as the private enterprise sector proceeds to expand further， the CPC 
would find its power base within society eroded as it came to dis-
cover itself to be positioned more and more at odds with the actual 
material course of the development of productive force日. At the 
same time， however， the comprehending by the CPC of those ele-
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ments of society that stand for private interests would appear旬
carry with it the danger of the adulteration of the very socialist doゃ
trine that secures to the CPC its legitimacy， and in consequence of 
this the gradual disappearance of the justification for the continuing 
existence of the CPC in its present form and for the preservation of 
its monopoly rulership powers. The challenge for the CPC as re-
gards the private enterprise sector is plainly a substantial one. For 
the private enterprise sector comprises not only the smaller scale 
private enterprise owners of the sort who are the standard and con-
ventional subject-matter of the 1EFE Law. 1n addition， there are 
also present in the private enterprise sector leading entrepreneurs 
who have come to rank among the richest and most powerful men 
and women in the PRC. Further to this， itmust be observed that 
the private enterprise owners、includingthe more successful of the 
entrepreneurs in terms of wealth and influence， are now viewed as 
forming a distinct and permanent part of the social order in the 
PRC， as witness the recognition that has in recent times been ex-
tended to them as one of the major strata of society.抑制
As it happens， the CPC of the post-1978 reform era has been 
prepared to accept both the principle， and the reality， of the private 
enterprise sector with respect to the substance of its founding so回
cialist doctrine. 1ndeed， the acceptance of private enterprise is eve-
rywhere presupposed in the commitment of the leadership elites in 
the CPC after 1978 to the establishment and development of the so-
cialist market economic order， asthe form of economic order that is 
p1'escribed as embodying the instrumentalities which a1'e most con圃
ducive to the ends of socialist mode1'nization. For， as we have seen， 
the socialist ma1'ket economic o1'de1'， as this has been developed in 
the PRC during the 1'efo1'm e1'a， is an economic order that has been 
bound up not only with the extension of market disciplines to the 
means of industrial production. As well as market disciplining， 
there has been the basing of the means of industrial pr吋 uctionin a 
mixed or diversified regime of ownership rights， where public own-
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ership rights are recognized to stand in co-existence with private 
ownership rights of the kind such as point to the necessity of pri-
vate enterprise organization. This diversi白edregime of ownership 
rights， as between the public and private spheres， isendorsed by 
the Party-State leadership as essential for the realization of social-
ist modernization， and， as we have noted in connection with the 
Amendments to the State Constitution， the diversification in owner柑
ship rights stands as a distinguishing feature of the primary stage 
in socialism in which， as it is maintained by the leadership， the 
PRC is at present situated in the overall unfolding of its socialist 
development. 
The project of the establishing of a market economic order with 
diversified ownership rights under socialism is regarded in the PRC 
as the distinctive contribution made by the CPC to the development 
of the cause of socialism in the modern world. Thus it is this project 
that serves to define the main substantive element of the socialism 
that is presented by the Party-State leadership as the socialism 
adapted to the particular conditions of the PRCヲ or，as it is gener-
ally termed and referred to， socialism with Chinese characteristics. 
The theoretical elaboration of the framework principles of socialism 
with Chinese characteristics， and of those of the socialist ma1'ket 
economic o1'der， was the signal achievement of Deng Xiaoping， who 
ranks， of course， as the supreme architect within the Party-State 
leadership of the reformist strategies for socialist modernization 
which have been followed since 1978. To underline the central role 
of Deng Xiaoping in the theoretical formulations relating to social“ 
ism with Chinese characteristics， and to underline also the justifica-
tion carried within those formulations for private ownership rights 
and thus fo1' the private enterprise sector as consistent with the 
ends and instrumentalities of socialism， there is the formal recogni働
tion that has been accorded in the PRC to Deng Xiaoping Theory as 
an extension of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought and 
hence as standing as an essential component part of the socialist 
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doctrine which is adhered to by the CPC. Thus Deng Xiaoping The-
OIγhas been so recognized within the terms of the Constitution of 
the CPC since the time of the 15th National Congress of the CPC in 
September 1997， as it is now recognized also in the Preamble tοthe 
State Constitution of the PRC as in accordance with the Amend-
ments to the Constitution which were adopted in 1999 by the Na-
tional People's Congress.1391 
From the standpoint of Deng Xiaoping Theory in its classic 
form， itmust be emphasized， rights of private ownership in the 
means of industrial production were to be considered legitimate in 
instrumental terms as regards the advancement of the ends of so・
cialist modernization. In this respect， certainly， private ownership 
rights and hence also the private enterprise sector have come to be 
taken as acceptable 旬 theCPC at the level of its foundational so嗣
cialist doctrine. If， however， there was present in Deng Xiaoping 
Theory the necessary doctrinal warrant provided for the acceptance 
by the CPC of the private enterprise sector as such， there was stil 
left. unresolved a crucial di田cultyfor the CPC which arose from the 
existence of that sector. This was to do with the matter of the ac-
ceptance of the private enterprise owners for membership of the 
CPC， and of their participation in the political authority structure 
in出ePRC as this is based in the monopoly rulership powers exer-
cised through the CPC. The projected solution for the difficulty has 
come with the new contribution 加 socialistdoctrine in the PRC， as 
proposed and expounded since FebruaIγ2000 by as now soon to be 
retiring President Jiang Zemin， and known as the theoηT， oras it is 
more accurate the important thought， of the Three Represents.1401 
The thought of the Three Represents stands as a m司jordevelop-
ment in the theoretical formulation of the principles of socialism 
with Chinese characteristics. As such， itis to be found appealed to 
in recent sour四 materialsfor public policy and administrative regu-
lation in the PRC， while it is at the same time a line of thought 
which has now been fully accepted on an official basis by the Party-
? ? ? ?
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State leadership.lll1 Thus there is the formal endorsement of the 
thought of the Three Represents， together with its incIusion in the 
Constitution of the CPC， as took place at the 16th National Con-
gress of the CPC which was held in Beijing from 8 November to 14 
November 2002.142 
The principles essential to the thought of the Three Represents 
are principles of representation， and with these having application 
to the CPC in regard to the basis of its monopoly rulership powers. 
1n specific terms， itis proposed that the CPC represents， and is to 
be conceived of as representing， the development trend of the aι 
vanced productive forces in the PRC， the orientation of the ad-
vanced culture of China， and the fundamental interests of the over回
whelming majority of the Chinese people. As it is evident from the 
relevant Party-State source materials， the formulation of the three 
principles applying to the representative functions and capacities of 
the CPC has come about as a consequence of the success of the so・
cialist market economic order during the 1990s. In more particular 
terms， here， the thought of the Three Represents has been formu-
lated in response to the profound changes that have been effected 
within Chinese society through the successful establishment of the 
socialist market economic order， and through the enormous increase 
in wealth and prosperity which this has served to generate. 
Among the principal factors bound up with the success of the 
socialist market economic order， as these are pointed to in the 
Party-State source materials， the one that stands out most promi-
nently is that of the emergence of the new social classes or strata in 
the PRC. The new social strata to which particular reference is 
made include the technical and managerial staff of the non-public 
sector enterprises， the technical and managerial staff of foreigrト
funded enterprises， the self-employed business people， the free-lance 
professionals and， torepeat and of vital significance for us here， the 
stratum of the private entrepreneurs or private enterprise owners. 
These various social strata are now recognized to have contributed， 
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and to be contributing， tothe positive development of the productive 
forces in the PRC， and in this to be working together with the tradi-
tional revolutionary classes， such as the workers， the farmers and 
the CPC officials， in the common cause of building socialism with 
Chinese characteristics. Hence it is proposed that the CPC should 
be prepared to accept for its membership the most outstanding indi-
viduals drawn from the new social strata. The intention， here， is
that through the broadening of the composition of its membership 
in terms of the social classes， the CPC will much more adequately 
represent the advanced productive forces and the advanced culture 
in the PRC and the interests of the greater number of the Chinese 
people whose well-being and prosperity， as it is maintained， are pro“ 
moted by the new social strata through their practical working con-
tribution. The issue of CPC membership is critical from the stand-
point of the thought of the Three Represents， and it is one that has 
been settled decisively in favour of the private enterprise owners， 
and the other new social strata， through the relevant Amendment 
to the CPC Constitution as adopted at the 16th National Congress 
of the CPC.1!:l 
The acceptance on the part of the CPC of the new social strata， 
as within its 仕ameworkof representative functions and powers， is
an event in the course of socialist modernization in the PRC which 
car・rieswith it immense prospective significance. This is so not least 
in respect of the acceptance by the CPC of the private enterprise 
owners as eligible for its membership. Thus the accommodating of 
the private enterprise owners by the CPC goes to underline the 
hard and undeniable fact of the emergence of the private enterprise 
sector as a m吋orforce within society. Likewise， there is underlined 
the inescapable necessity for the CPC of its acting to include the 
private enterprise白ectorwithin the formal organizational structure 
through which it directs the institutional fabric of government and 
political administration， and with this as a precondition for the CPC 
preserving a proper foundation for its continuing rulership within 
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the prevailing disposition of the social classes and productive forces. 
However， the question stil remains as to whether， and if so to what 
extent， the inclusion of the private enterprise owners within the 
CPC organizational structure， as in accordance with the principles 
given in the thought of the Three Represents， involves some adul-
terating of the socialist doctrine which serves to endow the CPC rul-
ership with its legitimacy. The answer 加 thisquestion， as at the 
level of pure formal doctrine itself， isabsolutely clear. This is that 
there is nothing at al about the adoption of the thought of the 
Three R怠presents，or about the acceptance of the private enterprise 
owners， that is understood by the Party-State leadership to indicate 
an abandonment by the CPC of its defining commitment to the ends 
of socialism and socialist modemization. Further to this， there is 
nothing here to indicate some reconciliation on the part of the CPC 
with those systems of political and economic order， such as capital-
ism and social democracy， that， for the CPC， are in strict doctrinal 
terms associated with the trends running towards bourgeois liber嗣
alization which have traditionally been viewed as standing in theo-
retical and practical opposition to socialism. 
As the evidence for this， itis to be emphasized that the Consti-
tution of the CPC， inits amended form as of November 2002， aι
firms that the fundamental task for the CPC lies in the building of 
socialism with Chinese characteristics， as indeed it affirms also that 
the realization of communism stands as the supreme ideal and final 
objective of the CPC as a party organization. Then again， there are 
出efour cardinal principles of the socialist road of development， the 
democratic dictatorship of the people， the leadership of the CPC and 
the normative supremacy of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong 
Thought， which principles are stil clearly a伍rmedas the basis for 
the pursuit of socialist modemization and for the resisting of al 
forms of bourgeois liberalization. To be sure， the thought of the 
Three Represents is intended to mark a novel and innovative line of 
doctrine for the CPC. However， itis a line of doctrine that remains 
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socialist in character， since it remains essentially derivative 企om
Marxism幽Leninismand Mao Zedong Thought. Thus the thought of 
the Three Represents is proposed as an extension and elaboration of 
Deng Xiaoping Theory， and with the latter being presented as a 
continuation and development in changed historical conditions of 
the core of Mao Zedong Thought considered as an application of the 
basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism to the actual concrete circum-
stances of China. 
80 far as concerns the programmatic direction of the Deng Xi-
aoping Theory to which the thought of the Three Represents re・
lates， this， of course， lies with the building of socialism with Chi醐
nese characteristics. As we have seen， the particular modalities for 
socialism with Chinese characteristics， as prescribed within Deng 
Xiaoping Theory， are those to do with the project of the establishing 
of the socialist market e∞nomic order， and it is very much the com耐
plex e偽 ctsand consequences of this project， interms of social and 
economic diversification， towhich the thought of the Three Repre-
sents is 0貸eredas a response and a resolution. The effects and con-
sequences of the socialist market economic order include， centrally， 
the emergence of the new social strata， and this has no doubt gone 
against the strict egalitarianism implicit in socialism. through its 
serving to bring about significant and widening inequalities in the 
distribution of income and property holdings among the different in.困
dividuals and groups within society. In the event， the inequalities in 
incomes and prope此yholdings as occasioned by the developing of 
the socialist market economic order， and as reflected in the emerg-
ing of the new social strata， are endorsed as legitimate within the 
framework of the thought of the Three Represents. However， this 
endorsement of distributional inequalities is not to be taken as sub-
versive of the principles of socialism from the standpoint of the 
thought of the Three Represents， or as obstructive of the ends of so刷
cialist modernization. On the contrary， the distributional inequali-
ties following from the socialist market economic order are for the 
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purposes of the Three Represents to be considered as socialist-
consistent， in the sense of their being strategic直virtuousin relation 
to the furthering of the building of socialism with Chinese charac-
teristics in what remains the primary stage of socialism. Thus these 
are inequalities that are viewed as being bound up， insome inevita-
ble sense， with the advanced productive forces whose unfolding 
stands as critical to the primary stage of socialism， and， as such， as 
being bound up with the generation of the increased overall wealth 
and prosperity within society that， inthe thought of the Three Rep-
resents， stands as being in the fundamental interests of the over-
whelming majority of the Chinese people which it falls to the CPC 
to represent， inits status as the director of the socialist road of de-
velopment. 
lt is clear from this that the inclusion of the new social strata 
within the organizational structure of the CPC， as in accordance 
with the representative functions now assigned to the CPC， issome-
thing that the Party-State leadership in the PRC regards as consis-
tent with socialist doctrine and as conducive to socialist moderniza-
tion. To go beyond the terms of pure formal socialist doctrine， how-
ever， there is stil to be considered the matter of the actual practical 
impacts that the inclusion of the new social strata is likely to have 
for the CPC， and for its standing in relation to the structure of state 
and society in the PRC. This matter is of very great consequence as 
concerns the position of the private enterprise sector， and the in-
volvement of the private enterprise owners within the CPC organ-
izational structure. For the private enterprise owners control， and 
will continue to control， vast holdings in wealth and property， and 
for them the privileges of CPC membership offer substantial institu-
tional opportunities for the entrenching of their interests as vested 
interests， and for the utilization of the ful political machinery of 
the CPC monopoly rulership to preserve and legitimate these vested 
interests. In this， there is the very strong possibility that the CPC 
rulership will become increasingly the servant and instrument of 
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private interests， and that， contrary to the principles contained in 
the thought of the Three Represents， the CPC will become increas岨
ingly placed in an ambivalent relation to the fundamental interests 
of the majority of the Chinese people. The danger， here， isthat the 
ascendancy of private interests will in the fullness of time detract 
企omthe legitimacy of the CPC， as based in socialist doctrine， and 
so in the end will fatally impair the rulership control that the CPC 
exercises over state and society and with this to the detriment of 
overaIl social and political stability. The danger that is posed for the 
social and political order， as subject to CPC rulership， through the 
rise of the private enterprise sector is a real and urgent one. In re幽
sponse to this consideration， there are two principal factors that， as 
we would suggest， are to be drawn attention to in qualification of 
any such view of the private enterprise sector as something that of 
necessity carries with it subversive implications for the CPC， and 
for the fabric of state and society in the PRC. 
The first factor is that of the persistence of state ownership con-
trol of substantial parts of the means of industrial production in the 
PRC， and with this forming the context in which the private enter-
prise sector has emerged in the reform era and in which it will go 
on to develop and expand in the future unfolding of socialist mod-
emization in its primary stages. In this connection， itis vital to u距
derstand that the private enterprise sector has emerged， and the 
private enterprise owners come to have inclusion in the CPC organ幽
izational structure， only within the framework of the socialist mar幽
ket economic order where public ownership rights of the means of 
industrial production are recognized to co-exist with structures of 
private ownership rights. As it happens， there is in this very much 
more than the mere fact of the co明existenceof public and private 
ownership rights. For， as it is affirmed in the source materials for 
the 16th National Congress of the CPC， the socialist market eco・
nomic order in the PRC is， and will continue to remain， based in 
the principle of the dominance of the public economic sector as rela-
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tive to the non-public econornic sectors. 
The econornic sector in the PRC that is prirnarily sUQject to 
public ownership rights is， of course， the state industrial sector. As 
we have explained， the years since 1978 have seen reforrns being ef-
fected to the state industrial sector involving diversification in capi-
tal investrnent funding， and hence diversification in ownership 
rights， as between the state and non幽stateparties. The rnain e1e-
rnent of this has cornprised the intr吋 uctionof the corporation sys-
tern， where the industrial SOEs are established as corporate enti-
ties based in principles of share-holding and 1irnited liabi1ity. How-
ever， there have also been established within the general corpora凶
tion systern certain institutional frarneworks for the state industrial 
sector reforrn where the purpose has been to consolidate， and to 
rnaintain， strict state ownership contro1 with respect to the parts of 
the rneans of industrial production which are held to be strategic as 
re1ative to the defining national interests of the PRC. Forernost 
arnong these institutional frarneworks are the state-exclusive in-
vestrnent forrn of incorpor叫edindustria1 enterprises and the parent凶
subsidiary corporate organizationaI structures， such as were treated 
of in Part 1 of the present paper. The contro1 that the state exer-
cises over the rneans of industria1 production， as through the avail-
able institutional frarneworks for its continuing ownership of the 
sarne， isirnrnense， and it serves to set the lirniting pararneters for 
the forward expansion of the private enterprise sector. To be sure， 
the private ownership of the rneans of industria1 production in the 
PRC will en1arge itself， and， indoing so， itwill drive forward the 
growth of the socialist market econornic order. Neverthe1ess， there 
is no reason to suppose that the en1argernent in private ownership 
wiU lead to the overthrow of the citadels of the日trategicindustria1 
sectors where state ownership is entrenched. Even 1ess is there rea-
son to suppose any preparedness on the part of the Party-State 
1eadership to permit the overthrow to happen， and this notwith匹
standing the adoption by the CPC of the thought of the Three Rep網
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resents. Indeed， the Party-State leadership in the PRC always has 
ready to hand the hard core of socialist doctrine that bases the le-
gitimacy of the CPC， and this， inprinciple at least， provides resid-
ual warrants for the reassertion by the state of public ownership 
control over the non-public economic sectors themselves in the event 
that changing political circumstances， domestic or international， 
should dictate the necessity of it. 
The second factor to do with the impact of the private enter-
prise sector for the fabric of state and society in the PRC， as has to 
be considered， isthat concerning the effects that follow， and will 
continue to follow， for the regulation of the private enterprise sector 
仕omthe inclusion of the private enぬrpriseowners within the or-
ganizational structure of the CPC. In this matter， the crucial con鋤
sideration is that the inclusion of the private enterprise owners 
within the CPC organization， asin accordance with the terms of the 
thought of the Three Represents， will work to strengthen the ma-
chinery of government and political administration for the regula-
tion of the private enterprise sector， as it will work also to 
strengthen the overall control which is exercised through the state-
governmental and the CPC institutions with respect 旬 themeans of 
industrial production. In explanation of this， itis to be accept冶d，at 
once， that the inclusion of the private enterprise owners enlarges 
the scope of their power and influence， and with this such as to en酬
able them to act to promote interests which are by definition pri-
vate in character. At the same time， however， itis to be emphasized 
that the private enterprise owners are subjected to significant con-
straints and restrictions on their actions， through the veηterms 
and conditions of their inclusion within the CPC organization. For 
CPC membership effectively brings the private enterprise owners 
within an organizational structure which， in principle， exists and 
functions only to serve and fulfil public purposes. Thus it is that the 
private enterprise owners， as CPC members， will be subjected to 
and involved in the CPC agencies at al the various levels of govern・
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ment and political administration in the PRC. As for the effects of 
this， there will no doubt come with time a progressive empower-
ment of the CPC agencies such as to ensure the monitoring and 
rooting out of corruption on the part of the private enterprise own-
ers， toensure their full implication in the formulation of public pol-
icy， and， in the most general terms， toensure that the private en“ 
terprise sector will be directed towards the ends of the socialist 
market economic order. 
The effects of CPC membership for the private enterprise own-
ers， as noticed here， are very much bound up with the underlying 
thrust of public policy as regards the private enterprise sector 
which we examined in Part 2 of this paper， as in connection with 
the individual-exclusive funded form of enterprises. This， of course， 
is al to do with the development of an appropriate legal-regulatory 
framework for the private enterprise sector. The framework， as we 
analyzed its basic elements， isone where the private enterprise un-
dertakings are endowed with determinate institutional form and de-
terminate legal status， and where the private enterprises and their 
owners are so authorized through law and legal procedures that 
they are in consequence of this made the bearers of the entire range 
of the rights and obligations which have application to them in gen静
eral law. As for the constructing and the enforcement of the frame-
work of laws that apply to the private enterprises， this is the con-
cern and responsibility of the institutions of government and politi酷
cal administration in the PRC， and so， inevitably， these institutions 
are themselves only strengthened through the fact of the extension 
of law and the constraints of legal order to the private enterprises 
as these form an integral part of the means of industrial production. 
In the particular circumstances of the PRC， the institutional ar-
rangements of government and political administration comprise 
not only the state institutions， but also the institutions of the CPC. 
Given the political-administrative functions and powers that pertain 
to the CPC organizational structure， then it is to be reckoned that 
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the involvement of the private enterprise owners in the CPC organi-
zation， as in accordance with the principles elaborated in the 
thought of the Three Rep1'esents， issomethIng that will serve to 
complement the state institutions in the strengthening of the over-
al governmental and political-administrative apparatus of cont1'ol 
ove1' society and the economic sphere. Here， certainly， itmust be 
said that with the control of the means of industrial production， as 
with the organization of government and political administration， 
the CPC and the state stand， and are set to continue to stand， as 
one， and that regarding the means of industrial production the uni-
tary cont1'ol as exercised by the CPC and the state is now set to ex-
tend itself with 1'espect both to the public economic sectorl"'1 and to 
the private economic sector.14日l
The persistence of state ownership of the means of industrial 
production， and the strengthening of the machinery of government 
and political administ1'ation through the inclusion of the p1'ivate en-
te1'prise owners as members of the CPC: these are facto1's that must 
encou1'age us to view the futU1'e fo1' the PRC as one where the emer-
gence of the private ente1'p1'ise sector， and the臼p1'eadof wealth and 
p1'ope1'ty holdings subject to p1'ivate owne1'ship rights， will do no 
fundamental damage to the structu1'e of state and society and to the 
structu1'e of the CPC rule1'ship. Even so， it is as well to conclude the 
present pape1' with a note of caution as regards the p1'ospects fo1' 
the PRC， and fo1' the as now established cou1'白efor its socialist mod-
e1'nization. 
To repeat the point， the dange1's that fullow fo1' the social and 
political orde1'， and fo1' the CPC rulership， from the expanding of the 
private enterprise sector a1'e real and urgent， as indeed they are 
widely recognized to be such by Party-State policy-makers， inde-
pendent analysts and the general public in the PRC. Cent1'al among 
these dangers， as focused on by commentators， isthe erosion of pub-
lic confidence in the CPC rulership in consequence of the rapid in-
crease in the rate and scale of crimes of economic corruption. The 
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problem， here， isnot limited to the utilization of the CPC organiza嗣
tional structure in defi:mce of the vested interests of the private en-
terprise owners， as these have now come to be admitted for CPC 
membership. For there is， in addition to this， the utilizing by the 
Party-State officials of the rulership organization of the CPC to 
maintain and enlarge their own private wealth and property hold-
ings， and to do this most particularly in regard to the vast amounts 
of private wealth and property holdings which have been amassed 
by them through their involvement in the process of political and 
economic reform itself. The incidence of economic crimes on the part 
of Party-State officials must obviously diminish the credibility， and 
the legitimacy， of the CPC rulership in the longer te1'm， and it 
serves to implicate the institutions of government and political ad-
ministration in the PRC in what is now perceived by la1'ge numbers 
of the ordinary people to be a systematic corruption of public inter-
ests in favour of p1'ivate interests. The corrupting of gove1'nment 
and political administ1'ation in the PRC th1'ough the practices of 
Pa1'ty-State officials in the economic sphere may well prove to be fa幽
tal fo1' the CPC rule1'ship， at least so fa1' as concerns the continu嗣
ation of the basis of the con日ensualsupport for it among the majo1'-
ity of the people such as is proposed for the CPC in the thought of 
the Three Represents. In the event that the authority of the CPC 
rule1'ship organization should in the future come to be f1'actured 
through the fo1'feiting by the CPC of its popular mandate， then 
there must be litle doubt that a veηprominent place in the expla-
nation fo1' this will be occupied by the sto1'y of the 1'ise of the private 
enterprise自ector，and by the sto1'y of the ready accommodations 
that have been entered into with the new p1'ivate interests on the 
pa1't of the p1'esent Pa1'ty制Stateleadership.lls1 
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19. It should be noted， inthis connection， that the terms of the IEFE Law 
are of course fully consistent with the basic principles of civil law， as 
these are to be found set out in the General Principles of the Civil Law of 
the PRC. Here， the fundamental consideration is that the investors in the 
individual-exclusive funded category of ent泡rpriseshave the status of 
natural persons， and that也 consequenceof this the investors， and the 
enterprises that they establish， possess civil capacity and bear al the 
various rights and obligations which are essential to that capacity from 
the standpoint of general civillaw. 80， for example， the investors， and the 
enterprises subject to their ownership， are bearers of the rights and obli-
gations relating to property and to the forming of contractuaI relations. 
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As a specific case of this， there is the Contract Law of the PRC， which 
has direct application t刀investorsand enterprises with regard to those of 
their commercial dealings with other parties as are based in contractual 
agreements， and which， in this particular context for its application， 
serves to defme and to underline the rights and interests of enterp出 e
creditors such as are referred to in the IEFE Law. The General Principles 
of the Civil Law was adopted at the 4th Session of the 6th National Peo・
ple's Congress on 12 April 1986， while the Contract Law was adopted at 
the 2nd Session ofthe 9th National People's Congress on 15 March 1999. 
The reference details for these legal source materials are as follows: 
Decree No. 37 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 
General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 37 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Min Fa Tongze. 
Compilation， January-December 1986， pp. 1-34. 
Decree No. 15 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 
Contract Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gonghe伊 oZhuxi Ling (di 15 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Hetong Fa. 
GSC， 19 April 1999， Issue No. 11， Serial No. 938， pp. 388-436. 
20. In Article 21 of the IEFE Law， itis stipulaωd that the individual-
exclusive funded form of enterprises are required ωkeep proper accounts， 
.and to practise proper accounting procedures in accordance with law. The 
effect of this stipulation is to confirm， and to underline， the subjection of 
the enterprises to the general provisions of the Accounting Law of the 
PRC. The Accounting Law was originally adopted at the 9th Meeting of 
the Standing Committee of the 6th National People's Congress on 21 
January 1985， and it was subsequently revised in accordance with a Deci-
sion adopted at the 5th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 8th 
National People's Congr四 son 29 December 1993. The Law was adopted 
in its revised， and now authoritative， form at the 12th Meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the 9th National People's Congress on 31 October 
1999 (and to be effective as of 1 July 2000)， with the reference for抗 in
this form being as follows: 
Decree No. 24 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 
Ac氾ountingLaw of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gonghe伊 oZhuxi Ling (di 24 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Kuaiji Fa. 
GSC， 8 December 1999， Issue No. 36， Serial No. 963， pp. 1631-40. 
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21. Of particular significance， here， are the provisions of the Labour Law 
of the PRC in relation to the status， position and rights of the employees 
and workers of the individual圃exclusivefunded category of en総rprises.ln
Article 6 of the IEFE Law， it is stipulated that workers are to be em-
ployed by the enterprises according to law， and that workers have the 
right to form trade union organizations. It is also stipulated in ArticIes 22 
and 23 that the enterprises are required to form proper legal contracts 
with employees and workers， toensure their health and safety at work， to
make due and proper pa，戸即時 ofal wages and salaries， and to partici-
pate in the state-established social insurance programmes and to pay the 
social insurance premiums of workers as appropriate. In the context of 
these matters， as more generaIIy， the individual-exclusive funded cate-
gory of enterprises are to be considered as subject to the Labour Law， in
its status as the legal framework having application to al forms of organ-
ized economic enterprises which possess legal standing卸 employing
units. As regards the stipulations contained in the IEFE Law， there 
should be particular reference made to the substantive elements of the 
Labour Law as follows: the guaranteed right of workers to organize and 
participate in trade unions (ArticIe 7); contracts of employment (Articles 
16一35);wages (Articles 46-51); occupational health and safety (Articles 52-
57); social insurance and welfare (A此icles70-76). The Labour Law was 
adopted at the 8th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 8th Na-
tional People's Congress on 5 July 1994. The reference for the details of 
the Labour Law is as follows: 
Decree No. 28 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 
Labour Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 28 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Laodong Fa. 
GSC，2Au♂1St 1994， Issue No. 16， Serial No. 765， pp. 678-91. 
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22. Certain of the duties and obligations stated in Chapter 5 of the IEFE 
Law， and the sanctions and penalties relating to these， are presented as 
involving questions of criminal responsibility and thus also， and logically 
so， questions of criminal punishment. This is true in explicit ぬrmsin re-
spect of the 0晶nceof forging business lic沼田esas mentioned in Article 
35. However， itisωbe taken as true implicitly of al those Articles， such 
as Articles 33 and 34， that areωdo with fraud， misrepresentation and 
malpractice by investors in applications for the registration of enterprises， 
and for the issuing of business licences， through the relevant political司
administrative authorities. It is also provided in Article 42 that criminal 
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responsibility attaches， and in principle that criminal punishment ap-
plies， tothe concealment or transfen恒gby investors of the capital assets 
and property of enterprises during the process of liquidation， such as to 
enable investors to evade their liabilities in respect of creditors. The pro-
visions of the IEFE Law， ascited here， relate directly to matters ofぽimi-
nallaw， and， indoing so， they serve to bring the a釘airsof the individual-
exclusive funded categorγof enterprises squarely within the sphere of the 
ordinaηcriminal legal process. Thus it is to be emphasizedぬatthe en-
terprises， and specifically the enterprise investors and rnanagement 0節.
cials， are subject to the provisions of the Criminal Law of the PRC. In 
particular， there is the direct application to the enterprise investors and 
management officials， in respect of their business activities and opera-
tions， of the relevant provisions contained in Chapter 3 of Part 2 of the 
Criminal Law， which provisions set down the various criminal 0偽 nces
involving the disruption of the sωialist market economic order. The 
Criminal Law was adopted at the 2nd Session of the 5th National Peo-
ple's Congress on 1 July 1979， and with it being subsequently revised at 
仕le5th Session ofthe 8th National People's Congress on 14 March 1997. 
The reference for the Criminal Law in its revised form is as follows: 
Decree No. 83 ofthe President ofthe People's Republic ofChina. 
Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 83 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xing Fa. 
GSC， 4 Apri11997， Issue No. 10， Serial No. 862， pp. 419-94. 
23. For the purposes of the IEFE Law， the licensing of enterprises in the 
individual-exclusive funded category is a matter that comes within the ju・
risdiction and powers of the political-administrative authorities which are 
responsible for enterprise registration. However， the political-
administrative authorities， inthe matter of the licensing of enterprises， 
are required to make proper application of the law， and hence are to be 
considered as limited by law in the exercise of their official powers. The 
effect of this， as we observed in discussion of Articles 44-46 of the IEFE 
Law， isthat the acts and decisions of the registration authorities with re-
spect to enterprise licensing come within the sphere of administrative 
law， and so remain subject to the specific procedures that are available in 
law to parties which present themselves as adversely affected by adminis-
trative acts and decisions: reconsideration by administrative organs， and 
judicial review through the courts. Thus in ωnnection with Articles 44-
46， itshould be no旬dthat it is provided in Article 6， Section 8 of the Ad-
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ministrative Reconsideration Law of the PRC that parties may seek the 
reconsideration of the acts and decisions of political-administrative 
authorities that refuse the issuing of licences， orother like documents， in
circumstances where the parties claim that they have satisfied al the due 
legal conditions and requirements for the issuing of the same. Similarly， 
the parties may seek reconsideration in circumstances where they claim 
that political-administrative authorities have violated the prescribed law-
ful procedures in the issuing of licences and like documents. Again， itis 
provided in Article 11， Section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Law of 
the PRC that parties may seek the judicial review of the acts and deci-
sions of political-administrative authorities which refuse to issue licences 
or other such document忍， or which refuse to respond ωapplications for 
these， incircumstances where the parties claim that they have met the 
due legal ∞nditions and requirements for successful application and le-
gitimate expectation of official response. The Administrative Procedure 
Law was adopted at the 2nd Session of the 7th National People's Con-
gress on 4 April 1989， while the AdmInistrative Reconsideration Law was 
adopted at the 9th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 9th Na-
tional People's Congress on 29 April 1999. The reference details for the 
two statutes are as follows: 
Decree No. 16 ofthe President ofthe People's Republic ofChina. 
Administrative Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 16 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xingzheng Susong Fa. 
Compilαtion， January-December 1989， pp. 1-18. 
Decree No. 16 ofthe President ofthe People's Republic ofChina. 
Administrative Reconsideration Law of the People's Republic of China. 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 16 hao). 
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xingzheng Fuyi Fa. 
GSC， 8 June 1999， Issue No. 18， Serial No. 945， pp. 925-34. 
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24. The principles of unlimited liability governing the capital investment 
funding arrangements for the individual-exclusive funded form of enter世
prises are a fundamental feature of this category of enterprises， as enter-
prises belonging to the private enterprise sector. It should be noted that 
the unlimited liability principles extend in their application to the part岨
nership enterprises， and that it is veη1訂 gelyfor this reason that the 
individual-exclusive funded category of enterprises are to be classed to・
gether with the partnership enterprises and in opposition to the enter-
prises which are established as corporations proper. (As regards the un・
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limited liabilities of the individual persons who are the members of part-
nership enterprises， asa matter of general legal principle， see ArticIe 2 of
the Partnership Enterprise Law. For the obIigations of partners in re-
spect of the debts owed by partnership enterprises to third parties， as in 
accordance with the principles of unlimited liability， see ArticIes 39 and 
40; and for the obIigations of partners in respect of debts owed to third 
pa此ies，as arising from unlimited liability， on the occasion of the dissolu-
tion of partnership enterprises and the liquidation of enterprise assets 
and property， see ArticIe 62.) It should be noted also tha.t the officials of 
the state goveロunenthave been at pains to underline in explicit terms 
that the individual-excIusive funded category of enterprises， as based in 
unlimited liability principles， are by reason of their foundation in these 
principles to be cIearly distinguished 企omenterprises which possess the 
legal person status of corporations. 80， for example， there is ArticIe 6 of
the Measures Concerning the Registration of Individual-ExcIusive Funded 
Enterpri自es，where it is stipulaωd that the enterprises to which the IEFE 
Law applies are not to use the terms ‘limited'，‘limited liability' and ‘cor-
poration' in their registered enterprise names. In addition to this， there 
are the remarks made in explanation of the Measures by Hu Xiugan， the 
head officiaI of the Department for the Inspection and Management of the 
Individual Funded Economy (Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Geti 
Jingji Jiandu GuanIisi Sizhang) which comes under the 8tate Administra-
tion for Industry and Commerce. Thus it is explained that the enterprises 
may be designated as factories， shops， centres， works and so on， but are 
not permitted to designate themselves as corporations. For this， see: Ren-
min Ribao (People's Daily)， 20 JanuaJγ2000， p.2. 
25. Regarding the origins of the private enterprise sector in the smalI幽
scale agricultural businesses， see: Beijing Review， 44 (25 January 2001)， 
p. 15. As an example of the commercial success of the entrepreneurs in 
the ruraI areas who initiated business concerns in the early 1980s， there 
is the case of the Liu brothers who specialized in the field of animal for-
age production， and who were to go on to form a corporate empire which 
is reckoned to stand as the premier private business enterprise in the 
PRC in terms of total capital assets. For details on this，自ee:Beijing Re-
view， 45 (23 May 2002)， pp. 15-20. 
26. Regarding the report made by Jing Shuping for the AlI China Federa-
tion of Industry and Commerce， see the internet posting of the Chinα 
Dαily for 18 December 2001 (at http://wwwl.chinadaily.com.cn/news/cb/ 
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2001-12-18/48434.html). 
27. For the details on the private enterprise sector in 8handong Province 
and for those on 8hanghai， see the internet postings of the ChinαDaiか
for 6 August 2002 (at htp:!.肘ww1.chinadaily.com.cnlbw/2002-08-06/ 
81994.html) and for 9 August 2002 (at http://www1.chinadaily.com.cnl 
news/cb/2002-08-09/81473.html). 
28. Thus the state-governmental authorities are pursuing a general strat-
egy aimed at the creation of conditions favourable to the engagement in 
private enterprises on the part of laid-off industrial workers， and with a 
view to bringing about through this some significant reduction in the lev-
els of unemployment. As an indication of the strategy in its practical ap-
plication， there are the recent policy statements issued jointly by the 
8tate Council and the 8tate Administration for Industry and Commerce. 
According to the terms of these， laid-off industrial workers who apply to 
establish small individual business enterprises are to be exempted for 
three years from paying the due fees to the relevant local-level industry 
and commerce departments， as in respect of applications， regis廿ations，
business management， advertising management， market booths and con-
tracts. For details of this， see the internet posting of the China Daily for 
26 November 2002 (at http://www1.chinadaily.com.cn/hk/2002-11-26/ 
95311.html). For an example of the administrative noロnspertaining to 
this， see: 
Circular of the General Office of the 8tate Council on Preferential Policies 
on Fees Collected for Individual Businesses Engaged in by Laid-OffWork咽
ers and the Unemployed. 
Guowuyuan Bangongting Guanyu Xiagang 8hiye Renyuan Congshi Geti 
Jingying Youguan 8houfei You】miZhengce de Tongzhi. 
GSC， 20 November 2002， Issue No. 32， 8erial No. 1067， pp. 20-1. 
29. 80， for example， there is the position on this matter as taken by the 
distinguished economist Dong Fureng. For the details of this， see: Beijing 
Review， 44 (25 January 2001)， p.12. 
30. For the speci宣cationof these various industries as the main sectors 
for the private enterprises， see: Beijing Review， 45 (13 June 2002)， p.22. ? ?
?
??
31. In connection with financial services， there is the case of Minsheng 
8ecurities in Be詰ing，with this being the first securities comp叩 yin the 
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PRC to have the greater part of its capital investment drawn from private 
so町 ces.For details， see the internet posting of the ChinαDaiかfor19 
August 2002 (at http://wwwl.chinadaily.com.cnlnews/cb/2002一08-19/
82703.html). 
32. As regards the private enterprise sector and banking services in the 
PRC， the current proj告ctionsare for the establishing of several new pri-
vate banks during 2003， and with these being understood as going to 
build on the succ四 sof the China Minsheng Banking Corporation as the 
first bank in the PRC based in private ownership. For the forecast on the 
private banking sector for 2003 and for a report by the founder of the 
China Minsheng Banking Corporation， see the internet postings of the 
ChinαDaily for 31 December 2002 (at http://wwwl.chinadaily.com.cn/bw/ 
2002-12-31/10047.html) and for 12 January 2003 (at http://wwwl.chi-
nadaily.com.cn/news/2003-01-12/101019.html). At a more generallevel， it
should be noted that state government 0節cialshave now come increas-
ingly to promote the cause of the private service-orientated enterprises， 
and in line with projections as to the future massive growth in this part 
of the private enterprise sector. Thus， for example， Vice-Premier Wen Jia-
bao is on record as calling for the private enterprises to participate more 
in the service sector， and this in the context of the foreca自tingby econo-
mists that by 2005 some 33% of the labour force in the PRC will be em-
ployed in the service industries. For the details on this， see the Report of 
XinhuαNews Agency for 24 April 2002. 
33. As regards the commitments concerning the fulfilment of WTO treaty 
obligations， see， for example， the views of Wang Yang， the Vice Minister 
at the State Planning and Development Commission of the State Council: 
Beijing Review， 45 (6 June 2002)， p.30. 
34. For the English translation of the 1982 State Constitution， see: Con-
stitution of the People's Republic of China， as adopted at the Fi帥 Ses-
sion of the Fifth National People's Congress and Promulga旬dfor Imple-
mentation by the Proclamation of the National People's Congress on De-
cember 4， 1982， 3rd edition <PRC， Beijing: Foreign Languages Press， 
1994). 
?
?
? 35. For the English translation of the Amendment ωArticle 11 of the 
State Constitution as adopted at the 1st Session of the 7th N ational Peo・
ple's Congress on 12 April 1988， see: 1994 edition of the Stat恐 Constitu-90 
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tion， p.87. 
36. The English translation of the revised form of Article 8 of the State 
Constitution， asadopted as an Amendment of the State Constitution at 
the 1st Session of the 8th National People's Congress on 29 March 1993， 
is as foIlows: 'The rural contracted responsibility system based mainly on 
the household linking remuneration to output and cooperative economic 
forms幽 producers'，supply and marketing， credit and consumers' coopera-
tives帽 arepart of the socialist economy collectively owned by the working 
people. W orking people who are members of rural economic coIlectives 
have the right， within the limits prescribed by law，ωfarm plots of crop圃
land and hilly land allotted for their. privat呂田e，engage in household 
sideline production and raise privately owned livestock.' 1994 edition of 
the State Constitution， p.93. 
37. It should be noted that Article 8 of the State Constitution， in its 
amended form from 1999， isso revised that the reference 句 thehouse-
hold contract responsibility sys旬min the rural areas is put in the follow-
ing terms:‘Rural collective economic organizations practice the double-
tier management system that combines unified and separate operations 
on the basis of the household-based output-related contracted responsibil-
ity system.' For the English translation of the Amendments to Article 6， 8 
and 11 of the State Constitution as adopted at the 2nd Session of the 9th 
National People's Congress on 15 March 1999， see: Beijing Revieω， 42 (3 
May 1999)， pp. 14-15. 
38. So it is that the private enterprise owners are recognized to form one 
of the ten major social strata in the PRC， as according to the findings of 
the latest research repOrt on social strata prepared by the Chinese Acad-
emy of Social Sciences. The other strata are as follows: state and social 
administrative officials; management personnel; professional and techni-
cal personnel; 0節cesta蛇selιemployedbusiness people; commercial and 
service sta釘;industrial workers; agricultural workers; unemployed and 
semi聞employedinhabitants. For the full details for this， see: Beijing Re-
vi仰， 45 (21 March 2002)， pp. 22-3. 
?。???39. For the 1999 revision of the Preamble to the State Constitution where 
Deng Xiaoping Theory is recognized as standing with Marxism-Leninism 
and Mao Zedong Thought to form the guiding normative仕ameworkfor 
the advance towards the development of sociaIism， see: Amendments to 
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the Constitution ofthe PRC， Beijing Review， 42 (3 May 1999)， p.14 
40. The setting out by Jiang Zemin of the doctrine 01' the Three Repre-
sents in February 2000 came during his inspection visit at that time to 
Guangdong Province in Southern China. For details， see: Renmin Ribao 
(People's Dαiか)， 21 February 2000， pp. 1， 4.There is also the Keynote 
Speech that Jiang Zemin delivered on 1 July 2001 on the occasion 01' the 
80th Anniversary 01' the CPC. For the text of this， see: Renmin Ribαo 
(People's Dαily)， 2 July 2001， pp. 1-4. 
41. For example， itis the thought 01' the Three Represents that is made 
direct reference to in the 1'ollowing policy document on private sector in-
vestment， as issued by the State Planning and Development Commission: 
Circular 01' the State Planning and Development Commission on Printing 
and Issuing Several Opinions on Promoting and Guiding Non刷
Governmental Investment. 
Several Opinions on Promoting and Guiding NorトGovernmentalInvest-
ment. 
Guojia Jiwei Guanyu Yin1'a Cujin he Yindao Minjian Tuozi de Rougan Yi-
jian de Tongzhi. 
Guojia Jiwei Guanyu Cujin he Yindao Minjian Tuozi de Rougan Yijian. 
GSC， 20 September 2002， Issue No. 26， Serial No. 1061， pp. 22-3. 
42. The key Chinese‘language official documents relating to the 16th Na-
tional Congres日 01'the CPC which丘reto be consulted in connection with 
the thought of the Three Represents are as 1'ollows: 
Report Delivered by Jiang Zemin at the 16th National Congress 01' the 
Communist Party 01' China on behal1' 01' the 15th N ational Congress 01' the 
Communist Party 01' China as of 8 November 2002， and entitled: 
Build a Well-Off Society in an AII-Round Way and Create a New Situ-
ation in Building Socialism with Chinese Characteristics 
Quanmian Jianshe Xiaokang Shehui Kaichuang Zhongguo Tesi Shehui 
Zhuyi Shiye Xin Jumian_ 
Renmin Ribαo (People's Dαily)， 18 November 2002， pp. 1-4. 
Resolution of the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party of 
China on the Report of the 15th Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of China， as adopted on 14 November 2002. 
Zhong♂10 Gongchandang Di 16ci Quanguo Daibiao Dahui Guanyu 1勾ie
Zhongyang Weiyuanhui Baogao de Jueyi. 2002nian llyue 14ri Zhongguo 
Gongchandang Di 16ci Quan♂10 Daibiao Dahui Tongguo 
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Renmin Ribαo (People's Dαily)， 15 November 2002， p.2. 
Amendments to the Constitution of the Communist Party of China， as 
adopt疋dby the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party of China 
on 14 November 2002. 
Zhongguo Gongchandang Di 16ci Quanguo Daibiao Dahui Guanyu 
乞hongguoGongchandang Zhangchengぽiuzheng'an)'de Jueyi. (2002nian 
11戸le14ri Zhongguo Gongchandang Di 16ci Quanguo Daibiao Dahui 
Tongguo.) 
Renmin Ribαo伊'eople'sDαily)， 15 November 2002， p.2. 
Constitution of the Communist Party of China (Zhongguo Gongchandang 
Zhangcheng)， as amended and adopted at the 16th National Congress of 
the Communist Party of China on 14 November 2002. For ful Chinese 
text with English translation in two parts， see: Beijing Review: 45 (19 De-
cember 2002)， Supplement; 45 (26 December 2002)， Supplement. 
It should be noted that the thought of the Three Represents was formally 
endorsed on 16 November 2002 at the 1st Meeting of the Political Bureau 
of the 16th Central Committee of the CPC， as convened by Hu Jintao in 
his capacity as the new Party General Secretary. For details， see: Renmin 
Ribαo (People包Daily)，17 November 2002， p.1. 
43. Thus there is a crucial Amendment made to Chapter 1， Article 1 of 
the Constitution of the CPC， where the qualifications for CPC member-
ship are set down. Prior to the 16th National Congress of the CPC， mem-
bership of the CPC was specified as being open to workers， farmers， 
members of the armed forces， intellectuals and the other so-called revolu-
tionaries. As of now， however， itis provided in Chapter 1， Article 1 that 
Chinese workers， farmers， members of the armed forces， intellectuals or 
any advanced elemen七日 ofother social strata who have reached the昌geof 
eighteen and who ac明 ptthe programme and Constitution of the CPC and 
are willing to join and work in Party organizations， toimplement Party 
decisions and to pay membership dues re伊 larlyare eligible to make ap-
plication for membership of the CPC. This Amendment is explained as 
serving to strengthen the class foundations of the CPC， toenhance its co・
hesion and to extend its influence within society， and it is in these re-
spects fully in accordance with the principles given in the thought of the 
Three Represents. For details， see: Renmin Ribαo (People's Dαily)， 15 No・
vember 2002， p.2. ??
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44. As regards the public economic sector， the amending of the Constitu-
tion ofthe CPC at the 16th National Congress ofthe CPC involved confir-
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mation of the place of the CPC committee organizations within the state 
industrial sector enterprises， but in terms where it was provided that the 
CPC committee organizations were to have standing within the industrial 
SOEs as established with the legal form of corporate entities. Thus Arti-
cle 32 of the Constitution of the CPC was amended such that the CPC 
committee organizations were to act within the institutional fram巴workof 
the incorporated industrial SOEs， through performing a backing role for 
the meetings of share-holders， the boards of directors， the management 
officials and the supervisory boards in the exercise of their functions and 
powers according to law. The Amendment to Article 32， as here noted， 
underlines the intention of the Party-State leadership to preserve the in-
stitutional forms of CPC organizational power in the context of the corpo町
rate sphere in the PRC. For details of the Amendment to Article 32， see: 
Renmin Ribαo (People沿Dαil)仇 15November 2002， p. 2. 
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45. It is to be observed， inthis connection， that Article 32 of the Constitu-
tion of the CPC， in its amended form as adopted at the 16th National 
Congress of the CPC， includes a specific provision confirming the pres輔
ence， and defining the functions and powers， of the CPC committee or-
ganizations as are established in the enterprises which belong to the nonゅ
public economic sector. Thus Article 32 is revised such that it now coル
tains a ful new paragraph. In this， it is stipulated that in non-public eco-
nomic sector enterprises， the established CPC organizations are to carry 
out the principles and policies of the CPC， toguide the enterprises and 
supervise them in observing the laws and administrative regulations of 
the state， toexercise leadership ov日rthe trade union organizations and 
other mass representative bodies， torally the workers and office staff 
around them， tosafeguard the legitimate rights and interests of al con-
cerned parties， and to promote the virtuous development of the enter-
prises. The terms of the revision obviously serve to entrench institutional 
CPC control over the means of industrial production. There are also un-
derlined the newly defined representative functions and powers of the 
CPC， as， in accordance with the thought of the Three Represents， the 
CPC organizations are strengthened in their links with the non-public 
economic sector and， most particularly， with the workers and staff in the 
non-public economic sectοr enterprises. For details of this revision， see: 
Renmin Ribαo (People's Dαily)， 15 November 2002， p.2. For background 
discussion of the current trends towards the establishing of CPC organi-
zations in th巴 privateenterprise日， see: Beijing Review， 46 (9 January 
2003)， pp. 24-7. 
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46. The campaign for the eradication of corruption within the CPC organ-
izational structure stands out as one of the main political priorities iden-
tified by the new Party-State leadership that emerged at the 16th Na-
tional Congress of the CPC. In this connection， there is the first m司jor
policy speech by Hu Jintao as General Secretarγof the CPC， which he de-
livered in Hebei Province on 6 December 2002: Jianchi Fayang Jianku 
Fendou de Youliang Zuofeng Nuli Shixian Quanmian Jianshe Xiaokang 
Shehui de Hongwei Mubiao. For the ful text of the speech， see: Renmin 
Ribao (People's Dαily)， 3 J叩.uaη2003，pp. 1-2. 
